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Abstract

Code generation in a compiler is commonly divided into several phases:
instruction selection, scheduling, register allocation, spill code gener-
ation, and, in the case of clustered architectures, cluster assignment.
These phases are interdependent; for instance, a decision in the in-
struction selection phase affects how an operation can be scheduled.
We examine the effect of this separation of phases on the quality of the
generated code. To study this we have formulated optimal methods
for code generation with integer linear programming; first for acyclic
code and then we extend this method to modulo scheduling of loops.
In our experiments we compare optimal modulo scheduling, where all
phases are integrated, to modulo scheduling where instruction selec-
tion and cluster assignment are done in a separate phase. The results
show that, for an architecture with two clusters, the integrated me-
thod finds a better solution than the non-integrated method for 39%
of the instances.

Our algorithm for modulo scheduling iteratively considers sched-
ules with increasing number of schedule slots. A problem with such
an iterative method is that if the initiation interval is not equal to the
lower bound there is no way to determine whether the found solution
is optimal or not. We have proven that for a class of architectures
that we call transfer free, we can set an upper bound on the sched-
ule length. I.e., we can prove when a found modulo schedule with
initiation interval larger than the lower bound is optimal.

Another code generation problem that we study is how to optimize
the usage of the address generation unit in simple processors that
have very limited addressing modes. In this problem the subtasks are:
scheduling, address register assignment and stack layout. Also for this
problem we compare the results of integrated methods to the results
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of non-integrated methods, and we find that integration is beneficial
when there are only a few (1 or 2) address registers available.

This work has been supported by The Swedish national graduate school
in computer science (CUGS) and Vetenskapsr̊adet (VR).



Populärvetenskaplig
sammanfattning

Processorer som är tänkta att användas i inbyggda system är belas-
tade med motstridiga krav: å ena sidan skall de vara små, billiga och
strömsn̊ala, å andra sidan skall de ha stor beräkningskraft. Kravet att
processorn skall vara liten, billig och strömsn̊al är lättast att uppfylla
genom att minimera kiselytan, medan kravet p̊a stor beräkningskraft
lättast tillfredställs genom att öka storleken p̊a kiselytan. Denna kon-
flikt leder till intressanta kompromisser, som till exempel klustrade
registerbanker, där de olika beräkningsenheterna i processorn bara
har tillg̊ang till en delmängd av alla register. Genom att införa s̊adana
begränsningar g̊ar det att minska storleken p̊a processorn (det behövs
färre kopplingar) utan att göra avkall p̊a beräkningskraften. Men kon-
sekvensen av en s̊adan design är att det blir sv̊arare att skapa effektiv
kod för denna arkitektur.

Att skapa program som skall köras p̊a en processor kan göras p̊a
tv̊a sätt: antingen skriver man programmet för hand, vilket kräver
stor kompetens och tar l̊ang tid, eller s̊a skriver man programmet p̊a
en högre abstraktionsniv̊a och använder en kompilator som översätter
programmet till en form som kan köras p̊a processorn. Att använda en
kompilator har många fördelar, men en stor nackdel är att prestan-
dan p̊a det resulterande programmet ofta är mycket sämre jämfört
med motsvarande program som är skapat för hand av en expert. I
den här avhandlingen studerar vi om gapet i kvalitet mellan kompi-
latorgenererad kod och handskriven kod kan minskas genom att lösa
delproblemen i kompilatorn samtidigt.

Det sista steget som görs d̊a en kompilator översätter program till
körbar maskinkod kallas för kodgenerering. Kodgenerering delas van-
ligtvis upp i flera delfaser: instruktionsselektion, schemaläggning, reg-
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isterallokation, generering av spillkod, och, i de fall där målarkitekturen
är klustrad ing̊ar även klusterallokering som en fas. Dessa olika faser
är beroende av varandra; till exempel p̊averkar ett beslut under in-
struktionsselektionsfasen hur instruktionerna kan schemaläggas. I den
här avhandlingen undersöker vi effekterna av fasindelningen. För att
kunna studera detta har vi skapat metoder för att generera optimal
kod; i v̊ara experiment jämför vi optimal kodgenerering, där alla faser
är integrerade och löses som ett problem, med optimal kodgenerering
där kodgenereringens faser utförs en åt g̊angen. Resultaten av v̊ara
experiment visar att den integrerade metoden hittar bättre lösningar
än den icke-integrerade metoden i 39% av fallen för vissa arkitekturer.

Ett annat kodgenereringsproblem som vi studerar är hur man kan
optimera användandet av adressgenereringsenheten i enkla proces-
sorer där möjligheterna för minnesadressering är begränsade. Detta
kodgenereringsproblem kan ocks̊a delas in i faser: schemaläggning, al-
lokering av adressregister och placering av variabler i minnet. Även
för detta problem jämför vi resultaten av optimala, helt integrerade,
metoder med resultat av optimala, icke integrerade, metoder. Vi finner
att integreringen av faser ofta lönar sig i de fall när det bara finns 1
eller 2 adressregister.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

This chapter gives an introduction to the area of integrated code
generation for instruction level parallel architectures and digital signal
processors. The main contributions of this thesis are summarized and
the thesis outline is presented.

1.1. Motivation

A processor in an embedded device often spends the major part of its
lifetime executing a few lines of code over and over again. Finding
ways to optimize these lines of code before the device is brought to
the market could make it possible to run the application on cheaper
or more energy efficient hardware. This fact motivates spending large
amounts of time on aggressive code optimization. In this thesis we
aim at improving current methods for code optimization by exploring
ways to generate provably optimal code (in terms of throughput or
code size).

Performance critical parts of programs for digital signal processors
(DSPs) are often coded by hand because existing compilers are unable
to produce code of acceptable quality. If compilers could be improved
so that less hand-coding would be necessary this would have several
positive effects:

• The cost to create DSP-programs would decrease because the
need for highly qualified programmers would be lowered.

• It is often easier to maintain C-code than it is to maintain hard-
ware specific assembler code.
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• The portability of programs would increase because less parts
of the programs will have to be rewritten for the program to be
executable on a new architecture.

1.2. Compilation

A compiler is a program that translates computer programs from one
language to another. In this thesis we focus on compilers that trans-
late human readable code, e.g. written in the programming language
C, into machine code for processors with static instruction level par-
allelism1. For such architectures it is the task of the compiler to find
and make the hardware use the parallelism that is available in the
source program.

The front-end of a compiler is the part which reads the input pro-
gram and does a translation into intermediate code in the form of
some intermediate representation (IR). This translation is done in
steps [ALSU06]:

• First the input program is broken down into tokens. Each token
corresponds to a string that has some meaning in the source lan-
guage, e.g. identifiers, keywords or arithmetic operations. This
phase is called lexical analysis.

• The second phase, known as syntactic analysis is where the to-
ken stream is parsed to create tree representations of sequences
of the input program. A leaf node in the tree represents a value
and the interior nodes represent operations on the values of its
children nodes.

• Semantic analysis is the third phase, and this is where the com-
piler makes sure that the input program follows the semantic
rules of the source language. For instance, it checks that the
types of the values in the parse trees are valid.

1In the literature, the acronym ILP is used for both “instruction level parallelism”
and “integer linear programming”. Since both of these topics are very common
in this thesis we have chosen to not use the acronym ILP for any of the terms
in the running text.
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• The last thing that is done in the front-end is intermediate code
generation. This is where the intermediate code, which is un-
derstood by the back-end of the compiler, is produced. The
intermediate code can, for instance, be in the form of three-
address code, or in the form of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),
where the operations are similar to machine language instruc-
tions.

In this thesis we have no interest in the front-end, except for the
intermediate code that it produces. Some argue that the front-end
is a solved problem [FFY05]. There are of course still interesting
research problems in language design and type theory, but the tricky
parts in those areas have little to do with the compiler.

After the analysis and intermediate code generation parts are fin-
ished it is time for the back-end. The front-end of the compiler does
not need to know anything about the target architecture, it will only
know about the source programming language. The opposite is true
for the back-end, which knows nothing about the source program-
ming language and only about the target program. The front-end
and back-end only need an internal language of communication that
is understood by both; this is the intermediate representation. The
task of creating the target program is called code generation. Code
generation is commonly divided into at least three major subtasks
which are performed, one at a time, in some sequence. The major
subtasks are:

• Instruction selection — Select target instructions matching the
IR. This phase includes resource allocation.

• Instruction scheduling — Map the selected instructions to time
slots on which to execute them.

• Register allocation — Select registers in which intermediate val-
ues are to be stored.

These subtasks are interdependent; the choices made in early sub-
tasks will constrain which choices can be made in subsequent tasks.
This means that doing the subtasks in sequence is simpler and less
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FUB1 FUB2FUA2FUA1

RA0−RA7 RB0−RB7

FUA3 FUA4FUA2FUA1

(a) (b)

RA0−RA15

Figure 1.1: (a) Fully connected VLIWs do not scale well as the chip
area for register ports is quadratic in the number of ports. (b) Clus-
tered VLIWs limit the number of register ports by only allowing each
functional unit to access a subset of the available registers [FFY05].

computationally heavy, but opportunities are missed compared to
solving the subtasks as one large integrated problem. Integrating
the phases of the code generator gives more opportunities for opti-
mization at the price of an increased size of the solution space; there is
a combinatorial explosion when decisions in all phases are considered
simultaneously.

1.2.1. Instruction level parallelism

In this thesis we are particularly interested in code generation for
very long instruction word (VLIW) architectures [Fis83]. For VLIW
processors the issued instructions contain multiple operations that are
executed in parallel. This means that all instruction level parallelism
is static, i.e. the compiler (or assembler level programmer) decides
which operations are going to be executed at the same point in time.

Processors that are intended to be used in embedded systems are
burdened with conflicting objectives: on one hand, they must be
small, cheap and energy efficient, and on the other hand they must
have good computational power. To make the device small, cheap
and energy efficient we want to minimize the chip area. But the re-
quirement on computational power is easiest to satisfy by increasing
the chip area. This conflict leads to interesting compromises, like
clustered register banks, clustered memory banks, only very basic ad-
dressing modes, etc. These properties makes the architecture more ir-
regular and this leads to more complicated code generation compared
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to code generation for general purpose architectures. Specifically,
these irregularities make the interdependences between the phases of
the code generation stronger.

We are interested in clustered VLIW architectures in which the
functional units of the processor are limited to using a subset of the
available registers [Fer98]. The motivation behind clustered architec-
tures is to reduce the number of data paths and thereby making the
processor use less silicon and be more scalable. This clustering makes
the job of the compiler even more difficult since there are now even
stronger interdependences between the phases of the code generation.
For instance, which instruction (and thereby also functional unit) is
selected for an operation influences to which register the produced
value may be written (see Section 2.5 for a more detailed description
of the phase ordering problem). Figure 1.1 shows an illustration of a
clustered VLIW architecture.

1.2.2. Addressing

Advanced processors often have convenient addressing modes such as
register-plus-offset addressing. This means that variables on the stack
can be referenced with an offset from a frame pointer. While these
kinds of addressing modes are convenient, they must be implemented
in hardware and this increases the chip size. So, for the smallest
processors the complicated addressing modes are not an option.

Therefore, these very small embedded processors use a cheaper me-
thod of addressing: address generation units (AGUs). The idea is
that the AGU has a dedicated register for pointing to locations in
the memory. And each time this address register is read it can, at
the same time, be post-incremented or post-decremented by a small
value. This design, with post-increment and post-decrement, leads
to an interesting problem during code generation: how can the vari-
ables be placed in memory so that the address generation unit can
be used as often as possible? We want to minimize the number of
times an address register has to be explicitly loaded with a new value
since this both increases code size and execution time. The problem
of how to lay out the variables in the memory is known as the simple
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offset assignment problem in the case when there is a single address
register, and the generalized problem to multiple address registers is
known as the general offset assignment problem.

1.3. Contributions

The message of this thesis is that integrating the phases of the code
generation in a compiler is often possible. And, compared to non-
integrated code generation, integration of the subtasks often leads to
improved results.

The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are:

1. A fully integrated integer linear programming model for code
generation, which can handle clustered VLIW architectures, is
presented. To our knowledge, no such formulation exists in the
literature. Our model is an extension of the model presented
earlier by Bednarski and Kessler [BK06b]. In addition to adding
support for clusters we also extend the model to: handle data
dependences in memory, allow nodes of the IR which do not
have to be covered by instructions (e.g. IR nodes representing
constants), and to allow spill code generation to be integrated
with the other phases of code generation.

2. We show how to extend the integer linear programming model
to also integrate modulo scheduling. The results of this method
are compared to the results of a non-integrated method where
each subtask computes optimal results. This comparison shows
how much is gained by integrating the phases.

3. The comparison of integrated versus non-integrated subtasks of
code generation is also done for the offset assignment problem.
In this problem the subtasks are: scheduling, stack layout and
address generation unit usage.

4. We prove theoretical results on how and when the search space
of our modulo scheduling algorithm may be limited from a pos-
sibly infinite size to a finite size.
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The methods and algorithms that we present in this thesis can be
implemented in a real compiler, or in a stand-alone optimization tool.
This would make it possible to optimize critical parts of programs. It
would also allow compiler engineers to compare the code generated
by their heuristics to the optimal results; this would make it possible
to identify missed opportunities for optimizations that are caused
by unfortunate choices made in the early code generation phases.
However, we do not believe that the practical use of the algorithms
is the most important contribution of this thesis. The experimental
results that we present have theoretical value because they quantify
the improvements of the integration of code generation phases.

1.4. List of publications

Much of the material in this thesis has previously been published as
parts of the following publications:

• Mattias V. Eriksson, Oskar Skoog, Christoph W. Kessler. Opti-
mal vs. heuristic integrated code generation for clustered VLIW
architectures. SCOPES ’08: Proceedings of the 11th interna-
tional workshop on Software & compilers for embedded systems.
— Contains an early version of the integer linear programming
model for the acyclic case and a description of the genetic algo-
rithm [ESK08].

• Mattias V. Eriksson, Christoph W. Kessler. Integrated Modulo
Scheduling for Clustered VLIW Architectures. HiPEAC-2009
High-Performance and Embedded Architecture and Compilers,
Paphos, Cyprus, January 2009. Springer LNCS. — Includes
an improved integer linear programming model for the acyclic
case and an extension to modulo scheduling. This paper is
also where the theoretical part on optimality of the modulo
scheduling algorithm was first presented [EK09].

• Mattias Eriksson and Christoph Kessler. Integrated Code Gen-
eration for Loops. ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing
Systems. SCOPES Special Issue. Accepted for publication.
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• Christoph W. Kessler, Andrzej Bednarski and Mattias Eriks-
son. Classification and generation of schedules for VLIW pro-
cessors. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experi-
ence 19:2369-2389, Wiley, 2007. — Contains a classification of
acyclic VLIW schedules and is where the concept of dawdling
schedules was first presented [KBE07].

• Mattias Eriksson and Christoph Kessler. Integrated offset as-
signment. ODES-9: 9th Workshop on Optimizations for DSP
and Embedded Systems, Chamonix, France, April 2011.

Many of the experiments presented in this thesis have been rerun
after the initial publication to take advantage of the recent improve-
ments of our algorithms. Also the host computers on which the tests
were done have been upgraded, and there have been improvements
in the integer linear programming solvers that we use. Some experi-
ments have been added that are not previously published.

1.5. Thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides background information that is important
to understand when reading the rest of the thesis.

• Chapter 3 contains our integrated code generation methods for
the acyclic case: First the integer linear programming model,
and then the genetic algorithm heuristic.

• In Chapter 4 we extend the integer linear programming model
to modulo scheduling. We also present the search algorithm
that we use and prove that the search space can be made finite.

• Chapter 5 contains another integrated code generation problem:
integrating scheduling and offset assignment for architectures
with limited addressing modes..

• Chapter 6 shows related work in acyclic and cyclic integrated
code generation.
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• Chapter 7 lists topics for future work.

• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.

• In Appendix A we show AMPL-listings used for the evaluations
in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 2.

Background and terminology

This chapter contains a general background of the work in this thesis.
The goal here is to only present some of the basic concepts that are
necessary for understanding the rest of the thesis. For a more in-
depth treatment of general compiling topics for embedded processors
we recommend the book by Fisher et al. [FFY05].

In this chapter we focus on the basics; a more thorough review of
research that is related to the work that we present in this thesis can
be found in Chapter 6.

2.1. Intermediate representation

In a modern compiler there are usually more than one form of interme-
diate representations (IR). A program that is being compiled is often
gradually lowered from high-level IRs, such as abstract syntax trees,
to lower level IRs such as control flow graphs. High-level IRs have
a high level of abstraction; for instance, array accesses are explicit.
In the low-level IRs the operations are more similar to machine code;
for instance, array accesses are translated into pure memory accesses.
Having multiple levels of IR means that analysis and optimizations
can be done at the most appropriate level of abstraction.

In this thesis we assume that the IR is a directed graph with a low
level of abstraction. Each node in the graph is a simple operation
such as an addition or a memory load. A directed edge between two
nodes, u and v, represents a dependence meaning that operation v
can not be started before operation u is finished. The graph must
be acyclic if it represents a basic block, but cycles can occur if the
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graph represents the operations of a loop where there are loop-carried
dependences.

2.2. Instruction selection

When we generate code for the target architecture we must select
instructions from the target architecture instruction set for each op-
eration in the intermediate code. This mapping from operations in
the intermediate code to target code is not simple; there is usually
more than one alternative when a target instruction is to be selected
for an operation in the intermediate code. For instance, an addition
in intermediate code could be executed on any of several functional
units as a simple addition, or it can in some circumstances be done
as a part of a multiply-and-add instruction.

The instruction selection problem can be seen as a pattern matching
problem. Each instruction of the target architecture correspond to
one or more patterns. Each pattern consists of one or more pattern
nodes. For instance a multiply-and-add instruction has a pattern with
one multiply node and one addition node. The pattern matching
problem is to select, given the available patterns, instructions such
that every node in the IR-graph is covered by exactly one pattern
node. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

If a cost is assigned each target instruction, the problem of minimiz-
ing the accumulated cost when mapping all operations in intermediate
code represented by a DAG is NP-complete.

We assume that the IR-graph is fine-grained with respect to the
instruction set in the sense that each instruction can be represented
as a DAG of IR-nodes and it is never the case that a single node in
the graph needs more than one target instruction to be covered.

2.3. Scheduling

Another main task of code generation is scheduling. When schedul-
ing is done for a target architecture that has no instruction level
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parallelism it is simply the task of deciding in which order the oper-
ations will be issued. However, when instruction level parallelism is
available, the scheduling task has to take this into consideration and
produce a schedule that can utilize the multiple functional units in a
good way.

One important goal of the scheduling is to minimize the number
of intermediate values that need to be kept in registers; if we get
too many intermediate values, the program will have to temporarily
save values to memory and later load them back into registers; this
is known as spilling . Already the task of minimizing spilling is NP-
complete, and when we consider instruction level parallelism the size
of the solution space increases even more.

2.4. Register allocation

A value that is stored in a register in the CPU is much faster to access
than a value that is stored in the memory. However, there is only a
limited number of registers available; this means that, during code
generation, we must decide which values are going to be stored in
registers. If some values do not fit, spill code must be generated.

2.5. The phase ordering problem

A central topic in this thesis is the problem caused by dividing code
generation into subsequent phases. As an example consider the de-
pendences between instruction selection and scheduling: if instruction
selection is done first and instructions Ia and Ib are selected for op-
erations a and b, respectively, where a and b are operations in the
intermediate code, then, if Ia and Ib use the same functional unit, a
and b can not be executed at the same time slot in the schedule. And
this restriction is caused by decisions taken in the instruction selec-
tion phase; there is no other reason why it should not be possible to
schedule a and b in the same time slot using a different instruction I ′a
that does not use the same resource as Ib. Conversely, if scheduling
is done first and a and b are scheduled on the same time slot, then Ia
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and Ib cannot use the same functional unit. In this case as well the
restriction comes from a decision made the previous phase. Hence, no
matter how we order scheduling and instruction selection, the phase
that comes first will sometimes constrain the following phase in such
a way that the optimal target program is impossible to achieve.

Another example of the phase ordering problem is the interdepen-
dences between scheduling and register assignment: If scheduling is
done first then the live ranges of intermediate values are fixed, and
this will constrain the freedom of the register allocator. And if reg-
ister allocation is done first, this will introduce new dependences for
the scheduler.

We can reduce some effects of the phase ordering problem by mak-
ing the early phases aware of the following phases. For instance,
in scheduling we can try to minimize the lengths of each live range.
This will reduce the artificial constraints imposed on register allo-
cation, but can never completely remove them. Also, there may be
conflicting goals: for instance, when a system has cache memory, we
want to schedule loads as early as possible to minimize the effect of a
cache miss (assuming that the architecture is stall-on-use [FFY05]),
but we must also make sure that live ranges are short enough so that
we do not run out of registers [ATJ09].

The effects of the phase ordering problems are not completely un-
derstood, and the problem of what order to use is an unsolved prob-
lem. We do not know which ordering of the phases leads to the best
results, or by how much the results can be improved if the phases are
integrated and solved as one problem. This will be the theme of this
thesis: understanding how the code quality improves when the phases
are integrated compared to non-integrated code generation.

2.6. Instruction level parallelism

To achieve good performance in a processor it is important that multi-
ple instructions can be running at the same time. One way to accom-
plish this is to make the functional units of the processor pipelined.
The concept of pipelining relies on the fact that some instructions
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LD ..., R0 ; LD uses the functional unit

NOP ; LD uses the functional unit

LD ..., R1 ; delay slot

NOP ; delay slot

NOP ; delay slot

; R0 contains the result

Figure 2.1: Example: The occupation time of load is 2, the delay
is 3 and the latency is 5. This means that a second load can start 2
cycles after the first load.

use more than one clock cycle to produce the result. If the execution
of such an instruction can be divided into smaller steps in hardware,
we can issue subsequent instructions before all previous instructions
are finished. See Figure 2.1 for an example; the occupation time is
the minimum number of cycles before the next (independent) instruc-
tion can be issued; the latency is the number of clock cycles before
the result of an instruction is visible; and the delay is latency minus
occupation time.

Another way to increase the computational power of a processor
is to add more functional units. Then, at each clock cycle, we can
start as many instructions as we have functional units. The hardware
approach to utilize multiple functional units is to add issue logic to
the chip. This issue logic will look at the incoming instruction stream
and dynamically select instructions that can be issued at the current
time slot. This is a very easy way to increase the performance of
sequential code. But of course this comes at the price of devoting
chip area to the issue logic. Processors that use this technique are
known as superscalar processors.

A reservation table is used to keep track of resource usage. The
reservation table is a boolean matrix where the entry in column u and
row r indicates that the resource u is used at time r. The concept of a
reservation table is used for individual instructions, for entire blocks
of code, and for partial solutions.

For an embedded system, using much chip area for issue logic may
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not be acceptable; it both increases the cost of the processors and
their power consumption. Instead we can use the software method
for utilizing multiple functional units, by leaving the task of finding
instructions to execute in parallel to the compiler. This is done by us-
ing very long instruction words (VLIW), in which multiple operations
may be encoded in a single instruction word, and all of the individ-
ual instructions will be issued at the same clock cycle (to different
functional units).

2.7. Software pipelining

For a processor with multiple functional units it is important that
the compiler can find instructions that can be run at the same time.
Sometimes the structure of a program is a limiting factor; if there are
too many dependences between the operations in the intermediate
code it may be impossible to achieve good utilization of the processor
resources. One possibility for increasing the available instruction level
parallelism is to do transformations on the intermediate code. For in-
stance, we can unroll loops so that multiple iterations of the loop code
are considered at the same time; this means that the scheduler can
select instructions from different iterations to run at the same cycle.
A disadvantage of loop unrolling is that the code size is increased
and that the scheduling problems becomes more difficult because the
problem instances are larger.

Another way in which we can increase the throughput of loops is
to create the code for a single iteration of the loop in such a way that
iteration i+1 can be started before iteration i is finished. This method
is called modulo scheduling and the basic idea is that new iterations
of the loop are started at a fixed interval called the initiation interval
(II). Modulo scheduling is a form of software pipelining which is a
class of cyclic scheduling algorithms with the purpose of exploiting
inter-iteration instruction level parallelism.

When doing modulo scheduling of loops a modulo reservation table
is used. The modulo reservation table must have one row for each
cycle of the resulting kernel of the modulo scheduled loop, this means
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Listing 2.1: C-code

for ( i =0; i < N; i++) {
sum += A[ i ] ∗ B[ i ] ;

}

Listing 2.2: Compacted schedule for one iteration of the loop.

L : LD ∗(R0++), R2
LD ∗(R1++), R3
NOP
MPY R2 , R3 , R4
NOP
ADD R4 , R5 , R5

Listing 2.3: Software pipelined code.

1 LD
2 LD
3 NOP | | LD
4 MPY | | LD
5 L : NOP | | NOP | | LD
6 ADD | | MPY | | LD | | BR L
7 NOP | | NOP
8 ADD | | MPY
9 NOP
10 ADD

that the modulo reservation table will have II rows and the entry in
column u and row r indicates if resource u is used at time r + k · II
in the iteration schedule for some integer k.

2.7.1. A dot-product example

We can illustrate the concept of software pipelining with a simple
example: a dot-product calculation, see Listing 2.1. If we have a
VLIW processor with 2 stage-pipelined load and multiply, and 1 stage
add, we can generate code for one iteration of the loop as in Listing 2.2
(initialization and branching not included). To use software pipelining
we must find the fastest rate at which new iterations of the schedule
can be started. In this case we note that a new iteration can be started
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every second clock cycle, see Listing 2.3. The code in instructions 1
to 4 fill the pipeline and is called the prolog. Instructions 5 and 6 are
the steady state, and make up the body of the software pipelined loop,
this is sometimes also called kernel. And the code in instructions 7
to 10 drain the pipeline and are known as the epilog.

In this example the initiation interval is 2, which means that in
every second cycle an iteration of the original loop finishes, except
for during the prolog. I.e. the throughput of the software pipelined
loop approaches 1/II iterations per cycle as the number of iterations
increases.

Another point that is worth noticing is that if the multiplication
and addition had been using the same functional unit then the code in
Listing 2.2 would still be valid and optimal, but the software pipelined
code in Listing 2.3 would not be valid since, at cycle 6, the addition
and multiplication happen at the same time. That means that we
would have to increase the initiation interval to 3, which makes the
throughput 50% worse. Or we can add a nop between the multipli-
cation and the addition in the iteration schedule, which would allow
us to keep the initiation interval of 2. But the iteration schedule is
no longer optimal; this example shows that it is not always benefi-
cial to use locally compacted iteration schedules when doing software
pipelining.

2.7.2. Lower bound on the initiation interval

Once the instruction selection is done for the operations of the loop
body we can calculate a lower bound on the initiation interval. One
lower bound is given by the available resources. For instance, in
Listing 2.2 we use LD twice; if we assume that there is only one load-
store unit, then the initiation interval can not be lower than 2. A lower
bound of this kind is called resource-constrained minimum initiation
interval (ResMII ).

Another lower bound on the initiation interval can be found by
inspecting cycles in the graph. In our example there is only one cycle:
from the add to itself, with an iteration difference of 1, meaning that
the addition must be finished before the addition in the following
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iteration begins. In our example, assuming that the latency of ADD
is 1, this means that the lower bound of the initiation interval is 1.
In larger problem instances there may be many more cycles; in the
worst case the number of cycles is exponential in the number of nodes.
Hence finding the critical cycle may not be possible within reasonable
time. Still it may be useful to find a few cycles and calculate the lower
bound based on this selection; the lower bound will still be valid,
but it may not be the tightest lower bound that can be found. The
lower bound on the initiation interval caused by dependence cycles
(recurrences) is known as recurrence-constrained minimum initiation
interval (RecMII ).

Taking the largest of RecMII and ResMII gives a total lower bound
called minimum initiation interval (MinII ).

2.7.3. Hierarchical reduction

The software pipelining technique described above works well for inner
loops where the loop body does not contain conditional statements. If
we want to use software pipelining for loops that contain if-then-else
code we can use a technique known as hierarchical reduction [Lam88].
The idea is that the then and else branches are scheduled individually
and then the entire if-then-else part of the graph is reduced to a single
node, where the new node represents the union of the then-branch
and the else-branch. After this is done the scheduling proceeds as
before and we search for the minimum initiation interval, possibly
doing further hierarchical reductions. When code is emitted for the
loop, any instructions that are concurrent with the if-then-else code
are duplicated, one instruction is inserted into the then-branch and
the other in the else-branch.

The same technique can be used for nested loops, where the inner-
most loop is scheduled first and then the entire loop is reduced to a
single node, and instructions from the outer nodes can now be exe-
cuted concurrently with the prolog and epilog of the inner loop. Doing
this hierarchical reduction will both reduce code size and improve the
throughput of the outer loop.
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2.8. Integer linear programming

Optimization problems which have a linear optimization objective
and linear constraints are known as linear programming problems. A
linear programming problem can be written:

min
n∑

j=1

cjxj

s.t.∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
n∑

j=1

ai,jxj ≤ bi

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, R 3 xj ≥ 0 (2.1)

Where xj are non-negative solution variables, cj are the coefficients of
the objective function, and ai,j are the coefficients of the constraints.
Assuming that the constraints form a finite solution space, an optimal
solution, i.e. an assignment of values to the variables, is found on the
edge of the feasible region defined by the constraints. An optimal
solution to an LP-problem can be found in polynomial time.

If we constrain the variables of the linear programming problem
to be integers, we get an integer linear programming problem. And
finding an optimal solution to an integer linear programming problem
is an NP-complete problem, i.e. there is no known algorithm that
solves the problem in polynomial time.

Solvers use a technique known as branch-and-cut for solving integer
linear programming instances. The algorithm works by temporarily
relaxing the problem by removing the integer constraint. If the re-
laxed problem has a solution that happens to be integer despite this
relaxation, then we are done, but if a variable in the solution is non-
integer, then one of two things can be done: Either non-integral parts
of the search space are removed by adding more constraints (called
cuts). Or, the algorithm branches by selecting a variable, xs, that
has a non-integer value x̂s and creating two subproblems, the first
subproblem adds the constraint x ≤ bx̂sc and the second subproblem
adds the constraint x ≥ dx̂se. The branching will create a branch tree
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LP1 LP2

LP12LP11

LP

Figure 2.2: A branch tree is used for solving integer linear program-
ming instances. The root node is the original problem instance with
the integrality constraints dropped. Branching is done on integer
variables that are not integer in the solution of the relaxed problem.

(see Figure 2.2) where the root node of the tree is the original prob-
lem, and the non-root nodes are subproblems with added constraints.

If there are many integer variables in the optimization problem,
the branching tree will potentially grow huge, and more nodes will be
created than the memory of the computer can hold. The branching
can be limited by observing the solution of the relaxed problem; if the
relaxed problem has an optimum that is worse than the best integer
solution found so far, then branching from this node can be stopped
because it has no potential to lead to an improved solution. Going
deeper in the branching tree only adds constraints, and thereby make
the optimum worse. If the branch-and-bound algorithm can remove
nodes from the branch tree at the same rate as new nodes are added,
the memory usage can be kept low. When there are no more nodes
left in the branch tree, the algorithm is finished, and if a solution has
been found it is optimal.

Using general methods, like integer linear programming, for solv-
ing the combinatorial problem instances in a compiler allows to draw
upon general improvements and insights. The prize is that it can be
hard sometimes to formulate the knowledge in the general way. An-
other advantage of using integer linear programming is that a math-
ematically precise description of the problem is generated as a side
effect.
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R0 = 10

L: ...

...

BDEC L, R0

Figure 2.3: The number of iterations is set before the loop begins.

2.9. Hardware support for loops

Some processors have specialized hardware support that makes it pos-
sible to execute loop code with very little or no overhead. This hard-
ware makes it possible to have loops without an explicit loop counter.
One way of supporting this in hardware is to implement a decrement-
and-branch instruction (BDEC). The idea is that the number of loop
iterations is loaded into a register before the loop begins. Every time
the control reaches the end of the loop the BDEC instruction is ex-
ecuted, and if the value in the register reaches 0 the branch is not
taken, see the example in Figure 2.3.

Taking the hardware support one step further is the special loop in-
struction (LOOP). The instruction LOOP nrinst, nriter will execute
the next nrinst instructions nriter times. Some DSPs even have
hardware support for modulo scheduling. One such DSP is the Texas
Instruments C66x, which has the instructions SPLOOP and SPKERNEL;
let us have a closer look at these instructions by inspecting the code of
the example in Figure 2.4 (adapted from the C66x manual [Tex10]):

In this example a sequence of words is copied from one place in mem-
ory to another. The code in the example starts with loading the
number of iteration (8) to the special inner loop count register (ILC).
Loading the ILC needs 4 cycles, so we add 3 empty cycles before the
loop begins. SPLOOP 1 denotes the beginning of the loop and sets
the initiation interval to 1. Then the value to be copied is loaded;
it is assumed that the address of the first word is in register A1, and
the destination of the first word is in register B0 at the entry to the
example code. Then the loaded value is copied to the other register
bank, this is needed because otherwise there would eventually be a
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MVC 8, ILC ;set the loop count register to 8

NOP 3 ;the delay of MVC is 3

SPLOOP 1 ;the loop starts here, the II is 1

LDW *A1++, A2 ;load source

NOP 4 ;load has 4 delay slots

MV.L1X A2, B2 ;transfer data

SPKERNEL 6,0 || STW B2, *B0++

;ends the loop and stores the value

Figure 2.4: An example with hardware support for software pipelin-
ing, from [Tex10].

conflict between the load and store in the loop body (i.e. they would
use the same resource). In the last line of code the SPKERNEL denotes
the end of the loop body and the STW instruction writes the loaded
word to the destination. The arguments to SPKERNEL make it so that
the code following the loop will not overlap with the epilog (the “6”
means that the epilog is 6 cycles long).

The body of the loop consists of 4 execution packets which are
loaded into a specialized buffer. This buffer has room for 14 execution
packets; if the loop does not fit in the buffer then some other technique
for software pipelining has to be used instead. Using the specialized
hardware has several benefits: code size is reduced because we do
not need to store prolog and epilog code, memory bandwidth (and
energy use) is reduced since instructions do not need to be fetched
every cycle, and we do not need explicit branch instructions, which
frees up one functional unit in the loop.

2.10. Terminology

2.10.1. Optimality

When we talk about optimal code generation we mean optimal in
the sense that the produced target code is optimal when it does all
the operations included in the intermediate code. That is, we do not
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include any transformations on the intermediate code, we assume that
all such transformations have been done already in previous phases of
the compiler. Integrating all standard optimizations of the compiler
in the optimization problem would be difficult. Finding the provably
truly optimal code can be done with exhaustive search of all programs,
and this is extremely expensive for anything but very simple machines
(or subsets of instructions) [Mas87].

2.10.2. Basic blocks

A basic block is a block of code that contains no jump instructions
and no other jump targets than the beginning of the block. I.e., when
the flow of control enters the basic block all of the operations in the
block are executed exactly once.

2.10.3. Mathematical notation

To save space we will sometimes pack multiple sum-indices in the
same sum-character. We write: ∑

x∈A
y∈B
z∈C

for the triple sum ∑
x∈A

∑
y∈B

∑
z∈C

For modulo calculations we write

x ≡ a (mod b)

meaning that x = kb+ a, for some integer k. If a is the smallest non-
negative integer where this relation is true this is sometimes written
x%b = a.



Chapter 3.

Integrated code generation for
basic blocks

This chapter describes two methods for integrated code generation for
basic blocks. The first method is exact and based on integer linear
programming. The second method is a heuristic based on genetic
algorithms. These two methods are compared experimentally.

3.1. Introduction

The back-end of a compiler transforms intermediate code, produced
by the front-end, into executable code. This transformation is usually
performed in at least three major steps: instruction selection selects
which instructions to use, instruction scheduling maps each instruc-
tion to a time slot and register allocation selects in which registers
a value is to be stored. Furthermore the back-end can also contain
various optimization phases, e.g. modulo scheduling for loops where
the goal is to overlap iterations of the loop and thereby increase the
throughput. In this chapter we will focus on the basic block case, and
in the next chapter we will do modulo scheduling.

3.1.1. Retargetable code generation and Optimist

Creating a compiler is not an easy task, it is generally very time con-
suming and expensive. Hence, it would be good to have compilers
that can be targeted to different architectures in a simple way. One
approach to creating such compilers is called retargetable compiling
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c−program

IR−DAG

CG ILP

Parameters

Optimal code

LCC FE

ARCHITECTURE

CG DP

CPLEX

XADML parser

Architecture
description

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Optimist compiler.

where the basic idea is to supply an architecture description to the
compiler (or to a compiler generator, which creates a compiler for the
described architecture). Assuming that the architecture description
language is general enough, the task of creating a compiler for a cer-
tain architecture is then as simple as describing the architecture in
this language.

The implementations in this thesis have their roots in the retar-
getable Optimist framework [KB05]. Optimist uses a front-end that
is based on a modified LCC (Little C Compiler) [FH95]. The front-end
generates Boost [Boo] graphs that are used, together with a processor
description, as input to a pluggable code generator (see Figure 3.1).
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Already existing integrated code generators in the Optimist frame-
work are based on:

• Dynamic programming (DP), where the optimal solution is se-
arched for in the solution space by intelligent enumeration [KB06,
Bed06].

• Integer linear programming, in which parameters are generated
that can be passed on, together with a mathematical model, to
an integer linear programming solver such as CPLEX [ILO06],
GLPK [Mak] or Gurobi [Gur10]. This method was limited to
single cluster architectures [BK06b]. This model has been im-
proved and generalized in the work described in this thesis.

• A simple heuristic, which is basically the DP method modified
to not be exhaustive with regard to scheduling [KB06]. In this
thesis we add a heuristic based on genetic algorithms.

The architecture description language of Optimist is called Extended
architecture description markup language (xADML) [Bed06]. This
language is versatile enough to describe clustered, pipelined, irregular
and asymmetric VLIW architectures.

3.2. Integer linear programming formulation

For optimal code generation for basic blocks we use an integer linear
programming formulation. In this section we will introduce all pa-
rameters, variables and constraints that are used by the integer linear
programming solver to generate a schedule with minimal execution
time. This model integrates instruction selection (including cluster
assignment), instruction scheduling and register allocation. Also, the
integer linear programming model is natural to extend to modulo
scheduling, as we show in Chapter 4. The integer linear program-
ming model presented here is based on a series of models previously
published in [BK06b, ESK08, EK09].
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.L2.S2.M2.D2.L1 .S1 .D1

Register file B (B0−B15)

.M1

Register file A (A0−A15)

X2X1

Figure 3.2: The Texas Instruments TI-C62x processor has two reg-
ister banks with 4 functional units each [Tex00]. The crosspaths X1
and X2 are used for limited transfers of values from one cluster to
the other.

3.2.1. Optimization parameters and variables

In this section we introduce the parameters and variables that are
used in the integer linear programming model.

Data flow graph

A basic block is modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G =
(V,E), where E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ Em. The set V contains intermedi-
ate representation (IR) nodes, the sets E1, E2 ⊂ V × V represent
dependences between operations and their first and second operand
respectively. Other precedence constraints are modeled with the set
Em ⊂ V × V . The integer parameter Opi describes operators of the
IR-nodes i ∈ V .

Instruction set

The instructions of the target machine are modeled by the set P =
P1∪P2+∪P0 of patterns. P1 is the set of singletons, which only cover
one IR node. The set P2+ contain composites, which cover multiple IR
nodes (used e.g. for multiply-and-add which covers a multiplication
immediately followed by an addition). And the set P0 consists of
patterns for non-issue instructions which are needed when there are
IR nodes in V that do not have to be covered by an instruction, e.g. an
IR node representing a constant value that needs not be loaded into a
register. The IR is low level enough so that all patterns model exactly
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Figure 3.3: A multiply-and-add instruction can cover the addition
and the left multiplication (i), or it can cover the addition and the
right multiplication (ii).

one (or zero in the case of P0) instructions of the target machine.
When we use the term pattern we mean a pair consisting of one
instruction and a set of IR-nodes that the instruction can implement.
I.e., an instruction can be paired with different sets of IR-nodes and
a set of IR-nodes can be paired with more than one instruction.

Example 1. On the TI-C62x DSP processor (see Figure 3.2) a sin-
gle addition can be done with any of twelve different instructions
(not counting the multiply-and-add instructions): ADD.L1, ADD.L2,
ADD.S1, ADD.S2, ADD.D1, ADD.D2, ADD.L1X, ADD.L2X, ADD.S1X,
ADD.S2X, ADD.D1X or ADD.D2X.

For each pattern p ∈ P2+ ∪ P1 we have a set Bp = {1, . . . , np} of
generic nodes for the pattern. For composites we have np > 1 and
for singletons np = 1. For composite patterns p ∈ P2+ we also have
EPp ⊂ Bp × Bp, the set of edges between the generic pattern nodes.
Each node k ∈ Bp of the pattern p ∈ P2+ ∪ P1 has an associated
operator number OPp,k which relates to operators of IR nodes. Also,
each p ∈ P has a latency Lp, meaning that if p is scheduled at time
slot t the result of p is available at time slot t+ Lp.
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Example 2. The multiply-and-add instruction is a composite pattern
and has np = 2 (one node for the multiplication and another for the
add). When performing instruction selection in the DAG the multiply-
and-add covers two nodes. In Figure 3.3 there are two different ways
to use multiply-and-add.

Resources and register sets

We model the resources of the target machine with the set F and
the register banks with the set RS. The binary parameter Up,f,o is
1 iff the instruction with pattern p ∈ P uses the resource f ∈ F
at time step o relative to the issue time. Note that this allows for
multiblock [KBE07] and irregular reservation tables [Rau94]. Rr is
a parameter describing the number of registers in the register bank
r ∈ RS. The issue width is modeled by ω, i.e. the maximum number
of instructions that may be issued at any time slot.

For modeling transfers between register banks we do not use regular
instructions (note that transfers, like spill instructions, do not cover
nodes in the DAG). Instead we let the integer parameter LX r,s denote
the latency of a transfer from r ∈ RS to s ∈ RS. If no such transfer
instruction exists we set LX r,s = ∞. And for resource usage, the
binary parameter UX r,s,f is 1 iff a transfer from r ∈ RS to s ∈ RS
uses resource f ∈ F . See Figure 3.2 for an illustration of a clustered
architecture.

Note that we can also integrate spilling into the formulation by
adding a virtual register file to RS corresponding to the memory,
and then have transfer instructions to and from this register file cor-
responding to stores and loads, see Figure 3.4.

Lastly, we have the sets PDr,PS1 r,PS2 r ⊂ P which, for all r ∈
RS, contain the pattern p ∈ P iff p stores its result in r, takes its
first operand from r or takes its second operand from r, respectively.

Solution variables

The parameter tmax gives the last time slot on which an instruction
may be scheduled. We also define the set T = {0, 1, 2, . . . , tmax},
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Reg. file A
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Reg. file B

MV (transfer)

Main memory spill area

Figure 3.4: Spilling can be modeled by transfers. Transfers out to
the spill area in memory correspond to store instructions and trans-
fers into registers again are load instructions.

i.e. the set of time slots on which an instruction may be scheduled.
For the acyclic case tmax is incremented until a solution is found.

So far we have only mentioned the parameters that describe the op-
timization problem. Now we introduce the solution variables which
define the solution space. We have the following binary solution vari-
ables:

• ci,p,k,t, which is 1 iff IR node i ∈ V is covered by k ∈ Bp, where
p ∈ P , issued at time t ∈ T .

• wi,j,p,t,k,l, which is 1 iff the DAG edge (i, j) ∈ E1∪E2 is covered
at time t ∈ T by the pattern edge (k, l) ∈ EPp where p ∈ P2+

is a composite pattern.

• sp,t, which is 1 iff the instruction with pattern p ∈ P2+ is issued
at time t ∈ T .

• xi,r,s,t, which is 1 iff the result from IR node i ∈ V is transfered
from r ∈ RS to s ∈ RS at time t ∈ T .

• rrr ,i,t, which is 1 iff the value corresponding to the IR node i ∈ V
is available in register bank rr ∈ RS at time slot t ∈ T .

We also have the following integer solution variable:

• τ is the first clock cycle on which all latencies of executed in-
structions have expired.
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3.2.2. Removing impossible schedule slots

We can significantly reduce the number of variables in the model
by performing soonest-latest analysis on the nodes of the graph. Let
Lmin(i) be 0 if the node i ∈ V may be covered by a composite pattern,
and the lowest latency of any instruction p ∈ P1 that may cover the
node i ∈ V otherwise. Let pre(i) = {j : (j, i) ∈ E} and succ(i) = {j :
(i, j) ∈ E}. We can recursively calculate the soonest and latest time
slot on which node i may be scheduled:

soonest ′(i) =

{
0 , if |pre(i)| = 0
maxj∈pre(i){soonest ′(j) + Lmin(j)} , otherwise

(3.1)

latest ′(i) =

{
tmax , if |succ(i)| = 0
maxj∈succ(i){latest ′(j)− Lmin(i)} , otherwise

(3.2)
Ti = {soonest ′(i), . . . , latest ′(i)} (3.3)

We can also remove all the variables in c where no node in the pat-
tern p ∈ P has an operator number matching i. We can view the
matrix c of variables as a sparse matrix; the constraints dealing with
c must be written to take this into account; in the following mathe-
matical presentation ci,p,k,t is taken to be 0 if t /∈ Ti for simplicity of
presentation.

3.2.3. Optimization constraints

Optimization objective

The objective of the integer linear program is to minimize the execu-
tion time:

min τ (3.4)

The execution time is the latest time slot where any instruction ter-
minates. For efficiency we only need to check for execution times
for instructions covering an IR node with out-degree 0, let Vroot =
{i ∈ V : @j ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ E}:

∀i ∈ Vroot, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ Bp, ∀t ∈ T, ci,p,k,t(t+ Lp) ≤ τ (3.5)
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Figure 3.5: (i) Pattern p can not cover the set of nodes since there
is another outgoing edge from b, (ii) p covers nodes a, b, c.

Node and edge covering

Exactly one instruction must cover each IR node:

∀i ∈ V,
∑
p∈P
k∈Bp

t∈T

ci,p,k,t = 1 (3.6)

Equation 3.7 sets sp,t = 1 iff the composite pattern p ∈ P2+ is used
at time t ∈ T . This equation also guarantees that either all or none
of the generic nodes k ∈ Bp are used at a time slot:

∀p ∈ P2+ , ∀t ∈ T, ∀k ∈ Bp,
∑
i∈V

ci,p,k,t = sp,t (3.7)

An edge within a composite pattern may only be used in the covering
if there is a corresponding edge (i, j) in the DAG and both i and j
are covered by the pattern, see Figure 3.5:

∀(i, j) ∈ E1 ∪E2, ∀p ∈ P2+ , ∀t ∈ T, ∀(k, l) ∈ EPp,

2wi,j,p,t,k,l ≤ ci,p,k,t + cj,p,l,t (3.8)

If a generic pattern node covers an IR node, the generic pattern node
and the IR node must have the same operator number:

∀i ∈ V, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ Bp, ∀t ∈ T, ci,p,k,t(Opi −OPp,k) = 0 (3.9)
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Figure 3.6: A value may be live in a register bank A if: (i) it was
put there by an instruction, (ii) it was live in register bank A at the
previous time step, and (iii) the value was transferred there by an
explicit transfer instruction.

Register values

A value may only be present in a register bank if: it was just put there
by an instruction, it was available there in the previous time step, or
just transfered to there from another register bank (see visualization
in Figure 3.6):

∀rr ∈ RS, ∀i ∈ V, ∀t ∈ T,

rrr ,i,t ≤
∑

p∈PDrr∩P
k∈Bp

ci,p,k,t−Lp + rrr ,i,t−1 +
∑

rs∈RS
(xi,rs,rr ,t−LX rs,rr )

(3.10)

The operand to an instruction must be available in the correct reg-
ister bank when it is used. A limitation of this formulation is that
composite patterns must read all operands and store its result in the
same register bank:

∀(i, j) ∈ E1 ∪E2, ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS,

rrr ,i,t ≥
∑

p∈PDrr∩P2+

k∈Bp

cj,p,k,t −
∑

(k,l)∈EPp

wi,j,p,t,k,l

 (3.11)
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Internal values in a composite pattern must not be put into a reg-
ister (e.g. the product in a multiply-and-add instruction):

∀rr ∈ RS, tp ∈ T, tr ∈ T, p ∈ P2+ , ∀(k, l) ∈ EPp, ∀(i, j) ∈ E1 ∪E2,

rrr ,i,tr ≤ 1− wi,j,p,tp,k,l (3.12)

If they exist, the first operand (Equation 3.13) and the second
operand (Equation 3.14) must be available when they are used:

∀(i, j) ∈ E1, ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS, rrr ,i,t ≥
∑

p∈PS1 rr∩P1
k∈Bp

cj,p,k,t (3.13)

∀(i, j) ∈ E2, ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS, rrr ,i,t ≥
∑

p∈PS2 rr∩P1
k∈Bp

cj,p,k,t (3.14)

Transfers may only occur if the source value is available:

∀i ∈ V, ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS, rrr ,i,t ≥
∑

rq∈RS
xi,rr ,rq,t (3.15)

Non-dataflow dependences

Equation 3.16 ensures that non-dataflow dependences are fulfilled.
For each point in time t it must not happen that a successor is sched-
uled at time t or earlier if the result of the predecessor only becomes
available at time t+ 1 or later:

∀(i, j) ∈ Em, ∀t ∈ T,
∑
p∈P

t∑
tj=0

cj,p,1,tj +
∑
p∈P

tmax∑
ti=t−Lp+1

ci,p,1,ti ≤ 1

(3.16)

Writing the precedence constraints like this is a common technique
when using integer linear programming for scheduling. This formula-
tion leads to a tight polytope, see for instance [GE93].
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Resources

We must not exceed the number of available registers in a register
bank at any time:

∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS,
∑
i∈V

rrr ,i,t ≤ Rrr (3.17)

Condition 3.18 ensures that no resource is used more than once at
each time slot:

∀t ∈ T, ∀f ∈ F ,∑
p∈P2+

o∈N

Up,f,osp,t−o +
∑
p∈P1
i∈V
k∈Bp

Up,f,oci,p,k,t−o +
∑
i∈V

(rr ,rq)∈(RS×RS)

UX rr ,rq,fxi,rr ,rq,t ≤ 1

(3.18)

And, lastly, Condition 3.19 guarantees that we never exceed the issue
width:

∀t ∈ T,
∑

p∈P2+

sp,t +
∑
p∈P1
i∈V
k∈Bp

ci,p,k,t +
∑
i∈V

(rr ,rq)∈(RS×RS)

xi,rr ,rq,t ≤ ω (3.19)

This ends the presentation of the integer linear programming for-
mulation. The next section introduces a heuristic based on genetic
algorithms. And in Section 3.4 the two approaches are compared
experimentally.

3.3. The genetic algorithm

The previous section presented an algorithm for optimal integrated
code generation. Optimal solutions are of course preferred, but for
large problem instances the time required to solve the integer linear
program to optimality may be too long. For these cases we need
a heuristic method. Kessler and Bednarski present a variant of list
scheduling [KB06] in which a search of the solution space is performed
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Figure 3.7: A compiler generated DAG of the basic block represent-
ing the calculation a = a+ b;. The vid attribute is the node identifier
for each IR node.

for one order of the IR nodes. The search is exhaustive with regard to
instruction selection and transfers but not exhaustive with regard to
scheduling. We call this heuristic HS1. The HS1 heuristic is fast for
most basic blocks but often does not achieve great results. We need
a better heuristic and bring our attention to genetic algorithms.

A genetic algorithm [Gol89] is a heuristic method which may be
used to search for good solutions to optimization problems with large
solution spaces. The idea is to mimic the process of natural selection,
where stronger individuals have better chances to survive and spread
their genes.

The creation of the initial population works similarly to the HS1
heuristic; there is a fixed order in which the IR nodes are considered
and for each IR node we choose a random instruction that can cover
the node and also, with a certain probability, a transfer instruction
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for one of the alive values at the reference time (the latest time slot
on which an instruction is scheduled). The selected instructions are
appended to the partial schedule of already scheduled nodes. Every
new instruction that is appended is scheduled at the first time slot
larger than or equal to the reference time of the partial schedule, such
that all dependences and resource constraints are respected. (This is
called in-order compaction, see [KBE07] for a detailed discussion.)

From each individual in the population we then extract the follow-
ing genes:

• The order in which the IR nodes were considered.

• The transfer instructions that were selected, if any, when each
IR node was considered for instruction selection and scheduling.

• The instruction that was selected to cover each IR node (or
group of IR nodes).

Example 3. For the DAG in Figure 3.7, which depicts the IR DAG
for the basic block consisting of the calculation a = a + b; we have a
valid schedule:

LDW .D1 _a, A15 || LDW .D2 _b, B15

NOP ; Latency of a load is 5

NOP

NOP

NOP

ADD .D1X A15, B15, A15

MV .L1 _a, A15

with a TI-C62x [Tex00] like architecture. From this schedule and the
DAG we can extract the node order {1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 0} (nodes 1 and 5
represent symbols and do not need to be covered). To this node order
we have the instruction priority map {1 → NULL, 5 → NULL, 3 →
LDW.D1, 4 → LDW.D2, 2 → ADD.D1X, 0 → MV.L1}. And the
schedule has no explicit transfers, so the transfer map is empty.
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Figure 3.8: The components of the genetic algorithm.

3.3.1. Evolution operations

All that is needed to perform the evolution of the individuals are: a
fitness calculation method for comparing the quality of the individ-
uals, a selection method for choosing parents, a crossover operation
which takes two parents and creates two children, methods for mu-
tation of individual genes and a survival method for choosing which
individuals survive into the next generation. Figure 3.8 shows an
overview of the components of the genetic algorithm.

Fitness

The fitness of an individual is the execution time, i.e. the time slot
when all scheduled instructions have terminated (cf. τ in the previous
section).

Selection

For the selection of parents we use binary tournament, in which four
individuals are selected randomly and the one with best fitness of the
first two is selected as the first parent and the best one of the other
two for the other parent.

Crossover

The crossover operation takes two parent individuals and uses their
genes to create two children. The children are created by first finding
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a crossover point on which the parents match. Consider two parents,
p1 and p2, and partial schedules for the first n IR nodes that are
selected, with the instructions from the parents instruction priority
and transfer priority maps. We say that n is a matching point of p1
and p2 if the two partial schedules have the same pipeline status at
the reference time (the last time slot for which an instruction was
scheduled), i.e. the partial schedules have the same pending latencies
for the same values and have the same resource usage for the reference
time and future time slots. Once a matching point is found, doing
the crossover is straight forward; we simply concatenate the first n
genes of p1 with the remaining genes of p2 and vice versa. Now these
two new individuals generate valid schedules with high probability. If
no matching point is found we select new parents for the crossover.
If there are more than one matching point, one of them is selected
randomly for the crossover.

Mutation

Next, when children have been created they can be mutated in three
ways:

1. Change the positions of two nodes in the node order of the indi-
vidual. The two nodes must not have any dependence between
them.

2. Change the instruction priority of an element in the instruction
priority map.

3. Remove a transfer from the transfer priority map.

Survival

Selecting which individuals survive into the next generation is con-
trolled by two parameters to the algorithm.

1. We can either allow or disallow individuals to survive into the
next generation, and
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2. selecting survivors may be done by truncation, where the best
(smallest execution time) survives, or by the roulette wheel me-
thod, in which individual i, with execution time τi, survives with
a probability proportional to τw − τi, where τw is the execution
time of the worst individual.

We have empirically found the roulette wheel selection method to give
the best results and use it for all the following tests.

3.3.2. Parallelization of the algorithm

We have implemented the genetic algorithm in the Optimist frame-
work and found by profiling the algorithm that the largest part of
the execution time is spent in creating individuals from gene infor-
mation. The time required for the crossover and mutation phase is
almost negligible. We note that the creation of the individuals from
genes is easily parallelizable with the master-slave paradigm. This
is implemented by using one thread per individual in the popula-
tion which performs the creation of the schedules from its genes, see
Figure 3.9 for a code listing showing how it can be done. The syn-
chronization required for the threads is very cheap, and we achieve
good speedup as can be seen in Table 3.1. The tests are run on a
machine with two cores and the average speedup is close to 2. The
reason why speedups larger than 2 occur is that the parallel and non-
parallel algorithm do not generate random numbers in the same way,
i.e., they do not run the exact same calculations and do not achieve
the exact same final solution. The price we pay for the parallelization
is a somewhat increased memory usage.

3.4. Experimental evaluation

The experimental evaluations were performed either on an Athlon X2
6000+, 64-bit, dual core, 3 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM, or on a
Intel Core i7 950, quad core, 3.07 GHz with 12 GB RAM. The genetic
algorithm implementation was compiled with gcc at optimization level
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class t h r e ad c r e a t e s c h edu l e a r g {
public :

I nd i v i dua l ∗∗ ind ;
Populat ion ∗ pop ;
int nr ;
sem t ∗ s t a r t , ∗ done ;

} ;

void Populat ion : : c r e a t e s c h edu l e s ( i n d i v i d u a l s t& i n d i v i d u a l s )
{

/∗ Create s chedu l e s in p a r a l l e l ∗/
for ( int i = 0 ; i < i n d i v i d u a l s . s i z e ( ) ; i++){

/∗ pack the arguments in arg [ i ] ( known by s l a v e i ) ∗/
arg [ i ] . ind = &( i n d i v i d u a l s [ i ] ) ;
arg [ i ] . pop = this ;
/∗ l e t s l a v e i beg in ∗/
sem post ( arg [ i ] . s t a r t ) ;

}
/∗ Wait f o r a l l s l a v e s to f i n i s h ∗/
for ( int i =0; i < i n d i v i d u a l s . s i z e ( ) ; i++){

sem wait ( arg [ i ] . done ) ;
}

}

/∗ The s l a v e runs the f o l l ow i n g ∗/
void ∗ t h r e ad c r e a t e s ch edu l e ( void ∗ arg )
{

int nr = ( ( t h r e ad c r e a t e s c h edu l e a r g ∗) arg)−>nr ;
std : : cout << ”Thread ” << nr << ” s t a r t i n g ” << std : : endl ;
while (1){

sem wait ( ( ( t h r e ad c r e a t e s c h edu l e a r g ∗) arg)−> s t a r t ) ;
I nd i v i dua l ∗∗ ind = ( ( t h r e ad c r e a t e s c h edu l e a r g ∗) arg)−>ind ;
Populat ion ∗pop = ( ( t h r e ad c r e a t e s c h edu l e a r g ∗) arg)−>pop ;
pop−>c r e a t e s c h edu l e (∗ ind , false , false , true )
sem post ( ( ( t h r e ad c r e a t e s c h edu l e a r g ∗) arg)−>done ) ;

}
}

Figure 3.9: Code listing for the parallelization of the genetic algo-
rithm.
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Popsize ts(s) tp(s) Speedup

8 51.9 27.9 1.86
24 182.0 85.2 2.14
48 351.5 165.5 2.12
96 644.8 349.1 1.85

Table 3.1: The table shows execution times for the serial algorithm
(ts), as well as for the algorithm using pthreads (tp). The tests are
run on a machine with two cores (Athlon X2).

-O2. The integer linear programming solver is Gurobi 4.0 with AMPL
10.1. All shown execution times are measured in wall clock time.

The target architecture that we use for all experiments in this chap-
ter is a slight variation of the TI-C62x (we have added division in-
structions which are not supported by the hardware). This is a VLIW
architecture with dual register banks and an issue width of 8. Each
bank has 16 registers and 4 functional units: L, M, S and D. There
are also two cross cluster paths: X1 and X2. See Figure 3.2 for an
illustration.

3.4.1. Convergence behavior of the genetic algorithm

The parameters to the GA can be configured in a large number of
ways. Here we will only look at 4 different configurations and pick the
one that looks most promising for further tests. The configurations
are:

• GA0: All mutation probabilities 50%, 50 individuals and no
parents survive.

• GA1: All mutation probabilities 75%, 10 individuals and par-
ents survive.

• GA2: All mutation probabilities 25%, 100 individuals and no
parents survive.

• GA3: All mutation probabilities 50%, 50 individuals and par-
ents survive.
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Figure 3.10: A plot of the progress of the best individual at each
generation for 4 different parameter configurations. The best result,
τ = 77, is found with GA1 — 10 individuals, 75% mutation proba-
bility with the parents survive strategy. For comparison, running a
random search 34’000 times (corresponding to the same time bud-
get as for the GA algorithms) only gives a schedule with fitness 168.
(Host machine: Athlon X2.)
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The basic block that we use for evaluating the parameter configu-
rations is a part of the inverse discrete cosine transform calculation in
Mediabench’s [LPMS97] mpeg2 decoding and encoding program. It is
one of our largest and hence very demanding test cases and contains
138 IR-nodes and 265 edges (data flow and memory dependences).

Figure 3.10 shows the progress of the best individual in each gener-
ation for the four parameter configurations. The first thing we note is
that the test with the largest number of individuals, GA2, only runs
for a few seconds. The reason for this is that it runs out of mem-
ory. We also observe that GA1, the test with 10 individuals and 75%
mutation probabilities achieves the best result, τ = 77. The GA1
progress is more bumpy than the other ones, the reason is twofold; a
low number of individuals means that we can create a larger number
of generations in the given time and the high mutation probability
means that the difference between individuals in one generation and
the next is larger.

A more stable progress is achieved by the GA0 parameter set where
the best individual rarely gets worse from one generation to the next.
If we compare GA0 to GA1 we would say that GA1 is risky and
aggressive, while GA0 is safe. Another interesting observation is that
GA0, which finds τ = 81, is better than GA3, which finds τ = 85.
While we can not conclude anything from this one test, this supports
the idea that if parents do not survive into the next generation, the
individuals in a generation are less likely to be similar to each other
and thus a larger part of the solution space is explored.

For the rest of the evaluation we use GA0 and GA1 since they look
most promising.

3.4.2. Comparing optimal and heuristic results

We have compared the heuristics HS1 and GA to the optimal integer
linear programming method for integrated code generation on 81 basic
blocks from the Mediabench [LPMS97] benchmark suite. The basic
blocks were selected by taking all blocks with 25 or more IR nodes
from the mpeg2 and jpeg encoding and decoding programs. The
largest basic block in this set has 191 IR nodes.
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The result of the evaluation is summarized in Figure 3.11, and de-
tails are found in Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. The first column in the
tables, |G|, shows the size of the basic block, the second column, BB,
is a number which identifies a basic block in a source file. The next
6 columns show the results of: the HS1 heuristic (see Section 3.3),
the GA heuristic with the parameter sets GA0 and GA1 (see Sec-
tion 3.4.1) and the integer linear program execution (see Section 3.2).

The execution time (t(s)) is measured in seconds, and as expected
the HS1 heuristic is fast for most cases. The execution times for GA0
and GA1 are approximately 4 minutes for all tests. The reason why
not all are identical is that we stopped the execution after 1200 CPU
seconds, i.e. the sum of execution times on all 4 cores of the host
processor, or after the population had evolved for 20000 generations.
All the integer linear programming instances were solved in less than
30 seconds, and in many cases this method is faster than the HS1
heuristic. This is not completely fair since the integer linear pro-
gramming solver can utilize all of the cores and the multithreading of
the host processor, while the heuristic is completely sequential. Still,
from these results we can conclude that the dynamic programming
based approach does not stand a chance against the integer linear
programming approach in terms of solution speed.

A summary of the results is shown in Figure 3.11; all DAGs are
solved by the integer linear programming method and the produced
results are optimal. The largest basic block that is solved by the inte-
ger linear programming method contains 191 IR nodes. After presolve
63272 variables and 63783 constraints remain, and the solution time
is 30 seconds1. The time to optimally solve an instance does not only
depend on the size of the DAG, but also on other characteristics of
the problem, such as the amount of instruction level parallelism that
is possible.

1The results of the integer linear programming model have significantly improved
since our first publication [ESK08]. At that time many of the instances could
not be solved at all. The reason behind the improvements is that we have
improved the model, we use a new host machine, and we use Gurobi 4.0 instead
of CPLEX 10.2.
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Figure 3.11: Stacked bar chart showing a summary of the com-
parison between the integer linear programming and the genetic al-
gorithm for basic blocks: ILP better means that integer linear pro-
gramming produces a schedule that is shorter than the one that GA
produces, Equal means the schedules by ILP and GA have the same
length, and Only GA means that GA finds a solution but integer
linear programming fails to do so (this was common until recently).
The integer linear programming method always produces an optimal
result if it terminates. (Host machine: Intel i7, 12 GB RAM.)
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∆opt GA0 GA1
0 43 39
1 10 10
2 1 3
3 4 0
4 1 3
5 1 0
6 3 6
7 1 2
8 2 1
9 0 0

≥ 10 15 17

Table 3.2: Summary of results for cases where the optimal solution
is known. The column GA0 and GA1 shows the number of basic
blocks for which the genetic algorithm finds a solution ∆opt clock
cycles worse than the optimal.

Table 3.2 summarizes the results for the cases where the optimum
is known. We note that GA0 and GA1 finds the optimal solution
in around 50% of the cases. On average GA0 is 8.0 cycles from the
optimum and GA1 is 8.2 cycles from optimum. But it should also be
noted that the deviation is large, for the largest instance the GA0 is
worse by 100 cycles.
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HS1 GA0 GA1 ILP
|G| BB t(s) τ τ τ t(s) τ

idct — inverse discrete cosine transform

27 01 1 19 15 15 1 15
34 14 1 31 23 23 1 23
47 00 64 56 27 27 2 27

120 04 292 146 84 82 13 32
138 17 263 166 109 94 26 35

spatscal — spatial prediction

35 33 1 60 25 25 2 24
44 51 1 57 33 33 1 29
46 71 1 57 40 40 2 39

predict — motion compensated prediction

25 228 2 26 19 19 1 19
27 189 3 31 19 19 1 19
30 136 1 58 53 53 1 13
30 283 5 41 18 19 1 18
30 50 1 43 42 42 1 16
34 106 1 50 48 48 1 17
35 93 1 51 40 40 1 18
35 94 1 51 40 40 1 18
36 107 1 50 44 44 1 17
36 265 18 45 22 21 1 21
45 141 4 50 27 27 1 25

quantize — quantization

26 120 1 38 20 20 1 19
26 145 1 37 19 19 1 18
30 11 1 38 25 25 1 25
31 29 1 42 27 27 1 26

transfrm — forward/inverse transform

25 122 1 35 21 21 1 21
26 160 1 36 15 15 1 15
36 103 1 47 26 26 1 20
36 43 1 47 26 26 1 20
37 170 1 48 31 31 2 31

Table 3.3: Experimental results for the HS1, GA0, GA1 and ILP
methods of code generation. In the t columns we find the execution
time of the code generation and in the τ columns we see the execution
time of the generated schedule. The basic blocks are from the mpeg2
program.
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HS1 GA0 GA1 ILP
|G| BB t(s) τ τ τ t(s) τ

jcsample — downsampling

26 94 1 41 19 19 1 19
31 91 1 42 29 29 1 29
34 143 1 40 29 29 1 29
58 137 1 89 39 42 2 38
84 115 30 135 43 48 4 40
85 133 1 142 72 72 5 72

109 111 27 186 74 49 7 67

jdcolor — colorspace conversion

30 34 1 46 22 22 1 22
32 83 1 47 23 23 1 23
36 33 1 62 39 39 1 39
38 30 1 59 32 32 2 32
38 82 1 63 40 40 2 40
45 79 1 71 32 32 2 32

jdmerge — colorspace conversion

39 63 1 69 30 30 1 30
53 89 1 89 37 37 2 37
55 110 1 100 41 41 2 41
55 78 1 100 41 41 2 41
62 66 1 103 41 41 3 41
62 92 1 103 42 42 3 41

jdsample — upsampling

26 100 1 34 22 22 1 22
28 39 1 45 28 28 1 28
28 79 1 45 28 28 1 28
30 95 1 50 30 30 1 30
33 130 1 43 20 20 1 20
47 162 1 68 34 34 2 34
52 125 1 78 23 25 2 23

jfdctfst — forward discrete cosine transform

60 06 1 70 39 39 2 39
60 20 1 70 39 39 2 39
76 02 2 87 40 43 13 37
76 16 2 87 40 43 13 37

Table 3.4: Experimental results for the HS1, GA0, GA1 and ILP
methods of code generation. In the t columns we find the execution
time of the code generation and in the τ columns we see the execution
time of the generated schedule. The basic blocks are from the jpeg
program (part 1).
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HS1 GA0 GA1 ILP
|G| BB t(s) τ τ τ t(s) τ

jfdctint — forward discrete cosine transform

74 06 13 81 34 32 4 28
74 20 13 81 36 34 4 28
78 02 2 88 43 44 10 38
80 16 2 89 42 46 10 39

jidctflt — inverse discrete cosine transform

31 03 1 44 19 19 1 19
142 30 9 171 73 86 12 52
164 16 47 189 95 88 16 59

jidctfst — inverse discrete cosine transform

31 03 1 44 19 19 1 19
44 30 1 61 20 21 2 19

132 43 7 160 76 78 10 64
162 16 46 196 99 98 20 68

jidctint — inverse discrete cosine transform

31 03 1 44 19 19 1 19
44 30 1 61 20 20 2 19

166 43 275 204 132 119 17 64
191 16 576 226 168 160 30 68

jidctred — discrete cosine transform reduced output

27 06 1 38 18 18 1 18
32 63 1 43 16 16 1 16
35 78 1 63 38 38 1 38
40 23 1 55 18 19 2 18
47 70 1 64 40 40 2 40
79 56 4 101 38 44 4 30
92 32 8 116 45 52 5 45

118 14 30 145 62 68 10 48

Table 3.5: Experimental results for the HS1, GA0, GA1 and ILP
methods of code generation. In the t columns we find the execution
time of the code generation and in the τ columns we see the execution
time of the generated schedule. The basic blocks are from the jpeg
program (part 2).
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Chapter 4.

Integrated code generation for
loops

Many computationally intensive programs spend most of their exe-
cution time in a few inner loops. Thus it is important to have good
methods for code generation for those loops, since small improvements
per loop iteration can have a large impact on overall performance for
whole programs.

In Chapter 3 we introduced an integer linear program formulation
for integrating instruction selection, instruction scheduling and reg-
ister allocation. In this chapter we will show how to extend that
formulation to also do modulo scheduling for loops. In contrast to
earlier approaches to optimal modulo scheduling, our method aims to
produce provably optimal modulo schedules with integrated cluster
assignment and instruction selection.

An extensive experimental evaluation is presented in the end of
this chapter. In these experiments we compare the results of our fully
integrated method to the results of the non-integrated method.

4.1. Extending the model to modulo scheduling

Software pipelining [Cha81] is an optimization for loops where the
iterations of the loop are pipelined, i.e. subsequent iterations begin
executing before the current one has finished. One well known kind of
software pipelining is modulo scheduling [RG81] where new iterations
of the loop are issued at a fixed rate determined by the initiation
interval (II ). For every loop the initiation interval has a lower bound
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Figure 4.1: An acyclic schedule (i) can be rearranged into a modulo
schedule (ii), A-L are target instructions in this example. (iii) Text has
enough time slots to model the extended live ranges. Here dmax = 1
and II = 2 so any live value from Iteration 0 can not live after time
slot tmax + II · dmax in the iteration schedule.

MinII = max (ResMII ,RecMII ), where ResMII is the bound deter-
mined by the available resources of the processor, and RecMII is the
bound determined by the critical dependence cycle in the dependence
graph describing the loop body, see Section 2.7 for definitions of these
lower bounds. Methods for calculating RecMII and ResMII are well
documented in e.g. [Lam88].

We note that a kernel can be formed from the schedule of a basic
block by scheduling each operation modulo the initiation interval,
see (i) and (ii) in Figure 4.1. The modulo schedules that we create
have a corresponding iteration schedule, and by the length of a modulo
schedule we mean the number of schedule slots (tmax) of the iteration
schedule. We also note that, since an iteration schedule must also be
a valid basic block schedule, creating a valid modulo schedule only
adds constraints compared to the basic block case.

First we need to model loop carried dependences by adding a dis-
tance to edges: E1, E2, Em ⊂ V × V × N. The element (i, j, d) ∈ E
represents a dependence from i to j which spans over d loop itera-
tions. Obviously the graph is no longer a DAG since it may contain
cycles. The only thing we need to do to include loop distances in
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the model is to change rrr ,i,t to: rrr ,i,t+d·II in Equations 3.11, 3.13
and 3.14, and modify Equation 3.16 to:

∀(i, j, d) ∈ Em, ∀t ∈ Text,
∑
p∈P

t−II ·d∑
tj=0

cj,p,1,tj +
∑
p∈P

tmax+II ·dmax∑
ti=t−Lp+1

ci,p,1,ti ≤ 1

(4.1)
The initiation interval II must be a parameter to the integer linear
programming solver. To find the best (smallest) initiation interval we
must run the solver several times with different values of the parame-
ter. A problem with this approach is that it is difficult to know when
an optimal II is reached if the optimal II is not RecMII or ResMII ;
we will get back to this problem in Section 4.2.

The slots on which instructions may be scheduled are defined by
tmax, and we do not need to change this for the modulo schedul-
ing extension to work. But when we model dependences spanning
over loop iterations we need to add extra time slots to model that
variables may be alive after the last instruction of an iteration is
scheduled. This extended set of time slots is modeled by the set
Text = {0, . . . , tmax + II · dmax} where dmax is the largest distance in
any of E1 and E2. We extend the variables in xi,r,s,t and rrr ,i,t so
that they have t ∈ Text instead of t ∈ T , this is enough since a value
created by an instruction scheduled at any t ≤ tmax will be read, at
latest, by an instruction dmax iterations later, see Figure 4.1(iii) for
an illustration.

4.1.1. Resource constraints

The constraints in the previous section now only need a few further
modifications to also do modulo scheduling. The resource constraints
of the kind ∀t ∈ T, expr ≤ bound (Constraints 3.17–3.19) are modi-
fied to:

∀to ∈ {0, 1, . . . , II − 1},
∑

t∈Text:
t≡to(mod II )

expr ≤ bound
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For instance, Constraint 3.17 becomes:

∀to ∈ {0, 1, . . . , II − 1}, ∀rr ∈ RS,
∑
i∈V

∑
t∈Text:

t≡to(mod II )

rrr ,i,t ≤ Rrr

(4.2)
Inequality 4.2 guarantees that the number of live values in each
register bank does not exceed the number of available registers. If
there are overlapping live ranges, i.e. when a value i is saved at td
and used at tu > td + II · ki for some integer ki > 1 the values in
consecutive iterations can not use the same register for this value.
We may solve this e.g. by doing modulo variable expansion [Lam88].
An example of how modulo variable expansion is used is shown in
Figure 4.2. In this example the initiation interval is 2 and the value d
is alive for 4 cycles. Then, if iteration 0 and iteration 1 use the same
register for storing d, the value from iteration 0 will be overwritten
before it is used. One solution is to double the size of the kernel and
make odd and even iterations use different registers.

Another issue that complicates the software pipelining case com-
pared to the basic block case is that limiting the number of live values
at each point alone is not enough to guarantee that the register allo-
cation will succeed. The circular live ranges may cause the register
need to be larger than the maximum number of live values (maxlive).
Maxlive is a lower bound on the register need, but Rau et al. [RLTS92]
have shown that this lower bound is very often achievable in practice1.
In the cases where the lower bound is not achievable, the body of the
loop can always be unrolled until the register need is equal to maxlive;
this was proven by Eisenbeis et al. [ELM95].

4.1.2. Removing more variables

As we saw in Section 3.2.2 it is possible to improve the solution time
for the integer linear programming model by removing variables whose
values can be inferred.

1In their experiments over 90% of the instances had a register need that was the
same as maxlive. And in almost all of the remaining cases the register need
was 1 larger than maxlive.
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Figure 4.2: In this example we need an extended kernel. The value
d is alive for 4 clock cycles, II = 2, ka = 1. Even and odd iterations
must use different registers for storing d.

Now we can take loop-carried dependences into account and find
improved bounds:

soonest(i) = max

{
soonest ′(i),
max(j,i,d)∈E

d6=0

(soonest ′(j) + Lmin(j)− II · d)}

}
(4.3)

latest(i) = max

{
latest ′(i),
max(i,j,d)∈E

d6=0

(
latest ′(j)− Lmin(i) + II · d

)
}

}
(4.4)

With these new derived parameters we create

Ti = {soonest(i), . . . , latest(i)} (4.5)

that we can use instead of the set T for the t-index of variable ci,p,k,t.
I.e., when solving the integer linear program, we do not consider the
variables of c that we know must be 0.
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Input: A graph of IR nodes G = (V,E), the lowest possible initiation
interval MinII , and the architecture parameters.
Output: Modulo schedule.
MaxII = tupper = ∞;
tmax = MinII ;
while tmax ≤ tupper do

Compute soonest ′ and latest ′ with the current tmax;
II = MinII ;
while II < min(tmax,MaxII ) do

solve integer linear program instance;
if solution found then

if II == MinII then
return solution; //This solution is optimal

fi
MaxII = II − 1 ; //Only search for better solutions.

fi
II = II + 1

od
tmax = tmax + 1

od

Figure 4.3: Pseudocode for the integrated modulo scheduling algo-
rithm.

Equations 4.3 and 4.4 differ from Equations 3.1 and 3.2 in two ways:
they are not recursive and they need information about the initiation
interval. Hence, soonest ′ and latest ′ can be calculated when tmax is
known, before the integer linear program is run, and soonest and
latest can be parameters that are calculated at solution time.

4.2. The algorithm

Figure 4.3 shows the algorithm for finding a modulo schedule; this
algorithm explores a two-dimensional solution space as depicted in
Figure 4.4. The dimensions in this solution space are number of
schedule slots (tmax) and kernel size (II ). Note that if there is no
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MinII

II = tmax

tupper

Figure 4.4: This figure shows the solution space of the algorithm.
BestII is the best initiation interval found so far. For some architec-
tures we can derive a bound, tupper , on the number of schedule slots,
tmax, such that any solution to the right of tupper can be moved to
the left by a simple transformation.

solution with initiation intervalMinII this algorithm never terminates
(we do not consider cases where II > tmax). In the next section we
will show how to make the algorithm terminate with optimal result
also in this case.

There are many situations where increasing tmax will lead to a lower
II . One such example is shown in Figure 4.5. Other more complex
examples occur on clustered architectures when the register pressure
is high and increasing tmax will allow values to be transferred.

A valid alternative to this algorithm would be to set tmax to a
fixed sufficiently large value and then solve for the minimal II . A
problem with this approach is that the solution time of the integer
linear program increases superlinearly with tmax. Therefore we find
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Figure 4.5: An example illustrating the relation between II and
tmax. The three nodes in the graph can only be covered by instruc-
tions which use the same resource, i.e. they can not be scheduled at
the same time slot. When tmax = 6 and tmax = 7 there does not exist
a valid modulo schedule with II = 3, but when we increase tmax to
8, there is an optimal modulo schedule with II = 3.
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that beginning with a low value of tmax and increasing it iteratively
works best.

Our goal is to find solutions that are optimal in terms of through-
put, i.e. to find the minimal initiation interval. An alternative goal
is to also minimize code size, i.e. tmax, since large tmax leads to long
prologs and epilogs to the modulo scheduled loop. In other words:
the solutions found by our algorithm can be seen as pareto optimal
solutions with regards to throughput and code size where solutions
with smaller code size but larger initiation intervals are found first.

4.2.1. Theoretical properties

In this section we will have a look at the theoretical properties of
Algorithm 4.3 and show how the algorithm can be modified so that
it finds optimal modulo schedules in finite time for a certain class of
architectures.

Definitions and schedule length

First, we need a few definitions:

Definition 4. We say that a schedule s is dawdling if there is a time
slot t ∈ T such that (a) no instruction in s is issued at time t, and (b)
no instruction in s is running at time t, i.e. has been issued earlier
than t, occupies some resource at time t, and delivers its result at the
end of t or later [KBE07].

Definition 5. The slack window of an instruction i in a schedule s
is a sequence of consecutive time slots on which i may be scheduled
without interfering with another instruction in s. And we say that a
schedule is n-dawdling if each instruction has a slack window of at
most n positions.

Definition 6. We say that an architecture is transfer free if all in-
structions except NOP must cover a node in the IR-graph. I.e., no
extra instructions such as transfers between clusters may be issued
unless they cover IR nodes. We also require that the register file sizes
of the architecture are unbounded.
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It is obvious that the size of a non-dawdling schedule has a finite
upper bound. We formalize this in the following lemma:

Lemma 7. For a transfer free architecture every non-dawdling sched-
ule for the data flow graph (V,E) has length

tmax ≤
∑
i∈V

L̂(i)

where L̂(i) is the maximal latency of any instruction covering IR node
i (composite patterns need to replicate L̂(i) over all covered nodes).

Proof. Since the architecture is transfer free only instructions cover-
ing IR nodes exist in the schedule, and each of these instructions is
active at most L̂(i) time units. Furthermore we never need to in-
sert dawdling NOPs to satisfy dependences of the kind (i, j, d) ∈ E;
consider the two cases:

(a) ti ≤ tj : Let L(i) be the latency of the instruction covering i. If
there is a time slot t between the point where i is finished and
j begins which is not used for another instruction then t is a
dawdling time slot and may be removed without violating the
lower bound of j: tj ≥ ti + L(i)− d · II , since d · II ≥ 0.

(b) ti > tj : Let L(i) be the latency of the instruction covering i. If
there is a time slot t between the point where j ends and the
point where i begins which is not used for another instruction
this may be removed without violating the upper bound of i:
ti ≤ tj + d · II − L(i). (ti is decreased when removing the
dawdling time slot.) This is where we need the assumption
of unlimited register files, since decreasing ti increases the live
range of i, possibly increasing the register need of the modulo
schedule (see Figure 6.1 for such a case).

And if each operation in the schedule has a finite slack window no
larger than n, the length of the schedule has the upper bound defined
by the following corollary:
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Corollary 8. An n-dawdling schedule for the data flow graph (V,E)
has length

tmax ≤
∑
i∈V

(L̂(i) + n− 1)

Now we can formalize the relation between the initiation interval
and schedule length. The following lemma shows when the length of a
modulo schedule can be shortened. Theorem 10 shows a property on
the relation between the initiation interval and the schedule length.

Lemma 9. If a modulo schedule s with initiation interval II has an
instruction i with a slack window of size at least 2II time units, then
s can be shortened by II time units and still be a modulo schedule
with initiation interval II .

Proof. If i is scheduled in the first half of its slack window the last
II time slots in the window may be removed and all instructions will
keep their position in the modulo reservation table. Likewise, if i is
scheduled in the last half of the slack window the first II time slots
may be removed.

Theorem 10. For a transfer free architecture, if there does not exist
a modulo schedule with initiation interval ĨI and tmax ≤

∑
i∈V (L̂(i)+

2ĨI − 1) there exists no modulo schedule with initiation interval ĨI .

Proof. Assume that there exists a modulo schedule s with initiation
interval ĨI and tmax >

∑
i∈V (L̂(i) + 2ĨI − 1). Also assume that

there exists no modulo schedule with the same initiation interval and
tmax ≤

∑
i∈V (L̂(i) + 2ĨI − 1). Then, by Lemma 7, there exists an

instruction i in s with a slack window larger than 2ĨI−1 and hence, by
Lemma 9, s may be shortened by ĨI time units and still be a modulo
schedule with the same initiation interval. If the shortened schedule
still has tmax >

∑
i∈V (L̂(i) + 2ĨI − 1) it may be shortened again, and

again, until the resulting schedule has tmax ≤
∑

i∈V (L̂(i) + 2ĨI − 1).

And now, finally, we can make the search space of the algorithm
finite by setting a limit on the schedule length.
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Corollary 11. We can guarantee optimality in the algorithm in Sec-
tion 4.2 for transfer free architectures if, every time we find an im-
proved II , we set tupper =

∑
i∈V (L̂(i) + 2(II − 1)− 1).

Increase in register pressure caused by shortening

Until now we have assumed that the register file sizes are unbounded.
Now we show how to allow bounded register file sizes by adding an-
other assumption. The new assumption is that all loop carried de-
pendences have distance no larger than 1.

Lemma 12. If there is a true data dependence (b, a, d) ∈ E and a
precedes b in the iteration schedule then the number of dawdling time
slots between a and b is bounded by

ωa,b ≤ II · d− Lb

where Lb is the latency of the instruction covering b.

Proof. The precedence constraint dictates

tb + Lb ≤ ta + II · d (4.6)

If there are ωa,b dawdling time slots between a and b in the iteration
schedule then

tb ≥ ta + ωa,b (4.7)

Hence

ta + ωa,b ≤ tb ≤ ta + II · d− Lb ⇒ ωa,b ≤ II · d− Lb

Corollary 13. If dmax ≤ 1 then any transformation that removes a
block of II dawdling time slots from the iteration schedule will not
increase the register pressure of the corresponding modulo schedule
with initiation interval II .
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Figure 4.6: Two cases: (i) b precedes a and (ii) a precedes b in the
iteration schedule.

Proof. Consider every live range b → a that needs a register. First
we note that the live range is only affected by the transformation if
the removed block is between a and b.

If b precedes a in the iteration schedule (see Figure 4.6(i)) then
removing a block of II nodes between b and a can only reduce register
pressure.

If a precedes b in the iteration schedule (see Figure 4.6(ii)) then, by
Lemma 12, assuming Lb ≥ 1, there does not exist a removable block
of size II between a and b in the iteration schedule.

With these observations we can change the assumption of unbounded
register file sizes in Definition 6. The new assumption is that all loop
carried dependences have distances smaller than or equal to 1. Fur-
thermore, we can limit the increase in register pressure caused by
removing a dawdling II -block:

Corollary 14. Given an iteration schedule for a data flow graph G =
(V,E) the largest possible increase in register pressure of the modulo
schedule with initiation interval II caused by removing dawdling blocks
of size II is bounded by

Rincrease ≤
∑

(b,a,d)∈E
d>1

(d− 1)
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Figure 4.7: The latency of the last instruction in the iteration sched-
ule makes it so that the lowest possible II (3) is larger than tmax.

Proof. Consider a live range b → a with loop carried distance d > 1.
By Lemma 12 there are at most⌊

II · d− Lb

II

⌋
< d− 1

blocks of size II between a and b in the iteration schedule if a precedes
b (if b precedes a there can be no increase in register pressure with
the same reasoning as above).

4.2.2. Observation

There are cases when the best possible II is larger than tmax. Con-
sider E = {(a, b, 0), (b, a, 1)}, La = 1, Lb = 2, tmax = 2. The best
possible II is 3, see Figure 4.7, however, cases such as this one are
not very interesting because software pipelining does not increase the
throughput compared to local compaction, and a solution with the
optimal II will be found when tmax is increased.

4.3. Experiments

The experiments were run on a computer with an Intel core i7 950
processor with 12 GB RAM. The integer linear programming solver
is Gurobi 4.0 with Ampl 10.1.
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Figure 4.8: II is larger than MinII . This loop body consists of
4 multiplications. The edges between Node 3 and Node 0 are loop
carried dependences with distance 1.

4.3.1. A contrived example

Let us consider an example that demonstrates how Corollary 11 can
be used. Figure 4.8 shows a graph of an example program with four
multiplications. Consider the case where we have a non-clustered
architecture with one functional unit which can perform pipelined
multiplications with latency 2. Clearly, for this example we have
RecMII = 6 and ResMII = 4, but an initiation interval of 6 is impos-
sible since IR-nodes 1 and 2 can not be issued at the same clock cycle.
When we run the algorithm we quickly find a modulo schedule with
initiation interval 7, but since this is larger than MinII the algorithm
can not determine that it is an optimal solution. Now we can use
Corollary 11 to find that an upper bound of 18 can be set on tmax.
If no improved modulo schedule is found where tmax = 18 then the
modulo schedule with initiation interval 7 is optimal. This example
is solved to optimality in a few seconds by our algorithm.

4.3.2. Dspstone kernels

Table 4.1 shows the results of our experiments with the algorithm
from Section 4.2. We used 5 target architectures, all variations of the
Texas Instruments TI-C62x DSP processor [Tex00]:
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Architecture MinII II tmax time(s) To

single 5 5 17 36 -
trfree 3 3 16 41 -
mac 3 3 15 51 -
mac tr 3 3 15 51 -
mac tr spill 3 3 15 55 -

(a) dotp, |V | = 14

Architecture MinII II tmax time(s) To

single 6 6 19 45 -
trfree 3 3 16 33 -
mac 3 3 16 63 -
mac tr 3 3 16 65 -
mac tr spill 3 3 16 69 -

(b) FIR, |V | = 20

Architecture MinII II tmax time(s) To

single 8 8 12 15 -
trfree 4 6 10 23 13
mac 4 6 10 65 12
mac tr 4 6 10 1434 11
mac tr spill 4 6 10 2128 11

(c) n complex updates, |V | = 27

Architecture MinII II tmax time(s) To

single 9 9 14 20 -
trfree 5 5 13 33 -
mac 5 5 13 63 -
mac tr 5 5 13 92 -
mac tr spill 5 5 13 191 -

(d) biquad N, |V | = 30

Architecture MinII II tmax time(s) To

single 18 21 35 179 39
trfree 18 19 31 92 72
mac 17 19 31 522 35
mac tr 17 20 29 4080 30
mac tr spill 17 20 29 4196 30

(e) IIR, |V | = 38

Table 4.1: Experimental results with 5 DSPSTONE kernels on 5
different architectures.
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• single: single cluster, no MAC, no transfers and no spill2,

• trfree: 2 clusters, no MAC, no transfers and no spill,

• mac: 2 clusters, with MAC, no transfers and no spill,

• mac tr: 2 clusters, with MAC and transfers, no spill,

• mac tr spill: 2 clusters, with MAC, transfers and spill.

The kernels are from the DSPSTONE benchmark suite [uVSM94]
and the dependence graphs were generated by hand. The columns
marked II show the found initiation interval and the columns marked
tmax show the schedule length. The IR does not contain branch in-
structions, and the load instructions are side effect free (i.e. no auto
increment of pointers).

The time limit for each individual integer linear program instance
was set to 3600 seconds and the time limit for the entire algorithm
was set to 7200 seconds. If the algorithm timed out before an optimal
solution was found the largest considered schedule length is displayed
in the column marked To. We see in the results that the algorithm
finds optimal results for the dotp, fir and biquad_N kernels within
minutes for all architectures. For the n_complex_updates kernel an
optimal solution for the single cluster architecture is found and for the
other architectures the algorithm times out before we can determine
if the found modulo schedule is optimal. Also for the iir kernel the
algorithm times out long before we can rule out the existence of better
modulo schedules.

We can conclude from these experiments that while the algorithm
in Section 4.2 theoretically produces optimal results for transfer free
architectures with the tupper bound of Corollary 11, it is not realistic
to use for even medium sized kernels because of the time required to
solve big integer linear programming instances. However, in all cases,

2Strictly speaking, spilling is not part of the architecture. In our modelling of
the problem, however, spilling is activated by adding a “fake” register bank
representing the spill area in the memory. Therefore, we consider it a property
of the target architecture.
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Original ILP model

Phase decoupled solution

ILP instance

(i)

Original ILP model

ILP instance

Integrated solution

(ii)

Cluster assignment +
instr. sel. heuristic

Figure 4.9: By applying a separate algorithm for instruction selec-
tion and cluster assignment as a preprocessing step to the ILP solver
(i) we can quantify the improvement due to fully integrating the code
generation phases (ii).

the algorithm finds a schedule with initiation interval within 3 of the
optimum.

4.3.3. Separating versus integrating instruction selection

In this section we will investigate and quantify the difference in code
quality between our integrated code generation method and a method
where instruction selection and cluster assignment are not integrated
with the other phases. One way to do this is to first use a separate
algorithm for cluster assignment and instruction selection (see Fig-
ure 4.9). In this way we could define values for some of the solution
variables in the integrated integer linear programming model and then
solve the restricted instance. This would allow for a comparison of
the achieved initiation interval for the less integrated method to the
more integrated one. In this section we describe the details of how
we did this and show the results of an extensive evaluation.

Figure 4.10 shows the components of the software pipelining algo-
rithm. The integrated software pipelining model (d) takes a set of
instructions, which are to be picked from, for each IR-node. The de-
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Figure 4.10: The components of the separated method for software
pipelining.

fault set is the one which contains all instructions that can cover the
operation that the IR-node represents. So making instruction selec-
tion separated is just a matter of supplying a set with only one in-
struction for each IR-node. Soonest-latest analysis (c) was described
in Section 4.1.2, here it is extended so that the exact latency of each
node of the graph can be given as input. This is useful for the cases
where instruction selection has already been done. If the latencies
are not known before the software pipelining phase we must use con-
servative values for these latencies. The integer linear programming
model for the instruction selection phase (b) is basically the same
model as the fully integrated one, but with the scheduling and regis-
ter constraints removed and with a modified objective function that
solves for minimal MinII . The result of the cycle finding part (a) is
used when calculating RecMII .
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The instruction selection phase

For instruction selection we use a smaller version of the integer linear
programming model for modulo scheduling. The constraints regard-
ing scheduling and register allocation were stripped out and Con-
straints 3.6–3.9 are kept. To ensure that the instruction selection will
work we add a constraint saying that for all edges (a, b, d) ∈ E1 ∪E2,
if a writes to rr and b reads from rs 6= rr there must be a transfer
for this edge. Then we can bound ResMII by the following constraint
(here with a simplified presentation):

∀f ∈ F , ResMII ≥
∑
i∈V

instr. covering i uses f +
∑

y∈transfers
y uses f

(4.8)

When we calculate the lower bound on the initiation interval we
need to take two things into account: the available resources and the
cycles of the data dependence graph. We implemented Tarjan’s algo-
rithm for listing all cycles in a graph [Tar73]3. We ran this algorithm
once on all data dependence graphs to generate all cycles; the time
limit of the algorithm was set to 10 seconds4, and if the limit was
exceeded we stored all cycles found so far. For the cases where the
enumeration algorithm exceeded the time limit, we had already found
several thousand cycles. Continuing beyond this point may lead to
finding cycles that are more critical, which could tighten the lower
bound RecMII .

A cycle is represented by a set of all IR-nodes that are in it. Every
cycle has a distance sum, that is the sum of distances of the edges that
make up the cycle. Let Cyc(V,E) be the set of cycles defined by the
graph with nodes V and edges E. And let dist(C) be the distance sum
of cycle C ∈ Cyc(V,E). Let intern[p] = {a : ∃b, (a, b) ∈ Ep} denote

3Tarjan’s algorithm has time complexity O(|V ||E|nrcyc). There are more efficient
algorithms, e.g. Johnson’s algorithm O((|V |+ |E|)nrcyc) [Joh75], but Tarjan’s
algorithm is easier to implement.

4These 10 seconds are not included in the reported solution times in the evalua-
tion section.
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the set of inner nodes in pattern p, then RecMII can be bounded by

∀C ∈ Cyc(V,E),
∑
n∈C
p∈P

k∈(Bp−intern[p])
t∈T

Lpcn,p,k,t ≤ RecMII · dist(C) (4.9)

In the instruction selection phase the most important objective is
to minimize the lower bound on the initiation interval. However, just
minimizing the lower bound is not enough in many cases: whenMinII
is defined by RecMII and ResMII is significantly lower than RecMII
the instruction selection solution may be very unbalanced with re-
gards to resource allocation of the functional units. To address this
problem we make the instruction selection phase minimize MinII as
a first objective, and with this minimal MinII also minimize ResMII .
Assuming that MinII < M (we used M = 100 in our experiments)
this can be expressed as:

min M ·MinII + ResMII (4.10)

subject to:

MinII ≥ ResMII (4.11)

MinII ≥ RecMII (4.12)

The advantage of adding ResMII to the objective function of the
minimization problem is that resources will be used in a more bal-
anced way for the cases where the MinII is dominated by RecMII .
This better balance makes the scheduling step easier, but we have
observed that the more complicated objective function in the instruc-
tion selection phase leads to a much increased memory usage. Even
though the increased memory usage of the instruction selection phase
makes the machine run out of memory the results are on average
better than when the simple objective function is used.

The experiments use data dependence graphs generated by the
st200cc compiler with optimization level -O3. Input to the compiler
are programs from the Spec2000, Spec2006, Mediabench and FFM-
PEG benchmarks [Tou09]. For solving the integer linear program-
ming instances we use Gurobi 4.0 running on an Intel Core i7 950.
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Figure 4.11: Results of comparison between the separated and fully
integrated version for the two architectures. The time limit is 4 min-
utes.
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The primary optimization goal is to minimize the initiation interval.
After removing all graphs which include instructions that are too spe-
cialized for our model (e.g. shift-add instructions) and all duplicate
graphs 1206 graphs remain. We have used two target architectures:
a single cluster and a double cluster variant of TI-C62x. The dou-
ble clustered variant has multiply-and-add instructions and includes
transfers and spill instructions. The single cluster variant does not
have composites, transfers or spill instructions.

Figure 4.11 summarizes the comparison between the integrated and
the separated method, both with a time limit of 4 minutes per in-
stance. For the single-cluster architecture (a) we see that the cases
where the integrated method is better than the separated one are rare;
it only happens for 9% of the instances. The reason for this is that it
is relatively easy to find a good instruction selection for this simple
architecture, hence not much is gained by integrating instruction se-
lection. When we look at the results for the two-cluster architecture
(b) we find that the integrated method beats the separated one in
39% of the instances. It does not seem to matter much what size the
graph has; the integrated method beats the separated one in roughly
the same proportion of the instances for all sizes of the input graph.

However, as the size of the graphs become larger the increased com-
plexity makes the integrated method more likely to time out before
finding any solution at all, while the simpler, separated method man-
ages to finds a solution. The few cases where both methods find a
solution, and the separated solution is better, are explained by the
fact that the separated method reaches larger tmax before it times out,
so it explores a larger part of the solution space in terms of iteration
schedule length; increasing the time limit of the integrated method
would remove this anomaly.

Figure 4.12 shows scatter-plots of the solution times for each found
solution for the single-cluster and two-cluster experiments. It comes
as no surprise that it takes less time to find solutions with the sepa-
rated method than with the integrated one.

Table 4.2 summarizes the results for the instances where the in-
tegrated method finds a solution that is better than the one found
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Figure 4.12: Scatter-plots showing the time required to find solu-
tions where the optimization terminates in the time limit.
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Figure 4.13: Results of comparison between the separated and fully
integrated version for the 4-way clustered architecture. The time
limit is 2 minutes and the number of instances is limited to 50 in this
chart. For the cases where Int. finds a solution that is better than
one found by Sep. the average value of IntII /SepII is 0.84.
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1-cluster 2-cluster 4-cluster(bus)

1-10 .82 .69 .92
11-20 .90 .83 .78
21-30 .89 .89 .86
31-40 .93 .89 .84
41-50 .95 .92 .90
51-60 .88 .86 .78
61-70 .96 .87 -
71-80 .91 .88 .76
81-90 .97 .87 -
91-100 .88 - -

all .90 .83 .84

Table 4.2: Average values of IntII /SepII for the instances where
Int. is better than Sep.

by the separated method. The values shown are average values of
IntII /SepII , where IntII and SepII are the found initiation intervals
of the integrated and the separated methods respectively. These val-
ues quantify how much better the integrated method is compared to
the separated method. For instance: if the size of the kernel is halved
then the throughput of the loop is doubled assuming that the number
of iterations is large enough (so that the prolog and epilog of the loop
are negligible). The average value of IntII /SepII for the two-cluster
architecture is 0.83, i.e. the average asymptotic speedup for the loops
is 1/0.83 = 1.20.

Figure 4.13 shows the results of an experiment with a four-cluster
version of the TI-C62x architecture where the two cross paths are
replaced by a single bus. For this test we decreased the time limit to
2 minutes and limited the number of instances to 50 per size range.
Now, because of the lower time limit and more complicated archi-
tecture, both methods perform worse compared to in the two-cluster
experiment. There are quite many instances for which both methods
fail to find a solution, these must be solved by a cheaper heuristic.
An interesting result is that the ratio of instances where Int beats Sep
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is smaller compared to in the two-cluster case. One explanation for
this is that replacing the cross paths with a bus reduces the possibil-
ities for Int to optimize the use of transfers that makes integration of
phases beneficial.

4.3.4. Live range splitting

Perhaps the biggest drawback of software pipelining is the increase in
code size of the loop code. The code size increase is caused both by
modulo variable expansion and by adding prolog- and epilog-code. If
we are lucky the prolog and epilog can be executed in parallel with the
code surrounding the loop, but the unrolled code caused by modulo
variable expansion has no such opportunities.

Some architectures have hardware support for handling overlapping
lifetimes; this hardware is called rotating register files. But such sup-
port in hardware is costly, and there are software techniques that can
significantly reduce code size expansions e.g. by Llosa et al. [LF02]
and by Stotzer and Leiss [SL09].

One technique for reducing modulo variable expansion is to make
the live ranges as short as possible, i.e. schedule instructions close to
successors or predecessors. Another technique is live range splitting,
where copy instructions are inserted so that a live range uses multiple
registers to make sure that conflicts are avoided.

These two techniques can be integrated into our integer linear pro-
gramming model by adding the constraint:

∀rr ∈ RS,∀i ∈ V,∀t0,
t0+II∑
t=t0

rrr ,i,t ≤ II +

t0+II−1∑
t=t0

xrr ,rr ,t (4.13)

The interpretation of this constraint is that no value (i) may be alive
for II+1 time slots in the same register bank (rr), unless it was copied
during the first II time slots. Adding this constraint can lead to a
worse II compared to not having it, but modulo variable expansion
would not be necessary.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the integrated algorithm using
live range splitting, and the integrated algorithm without live range
splitting. Time limit is 4 minutes.

Figure 4.14 shows the effects of using the live range splitting de-
scribed in Inequality 4.13. We can see that adding the constraint for
live range splitting affects the II optimization results only slightly;
the normal integrated algorithm is only better than the live range
splitting algorithm in 1% of the instances. The average increase in
solution time is 16%.

It is also possible to set an upper bound on the unrolling caused
by modulo variable expansion. This is done by allowing a value to be
live for longer than II cycles; we set the maximum unroll factor to
MU and modify Inequality 4.13 to the following:

∀rr ∈ RS,∀i ∈ V, ∀t0,
t0+II ·MU∑

t=t0

rrr ,i,t ≤ MU · II +

t0+MU ·II−1∑
t=t0

xrr ,rr ,t (4.14)
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This will constrain the solution so that a value can only be live for
II · MU cycles before it has to be copied or transfered to another
register bank.
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Chapter 5.

Integrated offset assignment

One important part of generating code for DSP processors is to make
good use of the address generation unit (AGU). In this chapter we di-
vide the code generation into three parts: (1) scheduling, (2) address
register assignment, and (3) storage layout. The goal is to find out if
solving these three subproblems as one big integrated problem gives
better results compared to when scheduling or address register assign-
ment is solved separately. We present optimal dynamic programming
algorithms for both integrated and non-integrated code generation for
DSP processors.

In our experiments we find that integration of the subproblems is
beneficial, especially when the AGU has 1 or 2 address registers avail-
able. We also find that integrating address register assignment and
storage layout gives slightly better results than integrating schedul-
ing and storage layout. I.e. address register assignment has a larger
impact on the end result than scheduling has.

5.1. Introduction

Digital signal processors often include an address generation unit
(AGU) for calculating memory addresses. These AGUs have a regis-
ter file containing pointers into memory, and every time one of these
pointers is read it can, at the same time, be incremented or decre-
mented by a small value. For a compiler to generate fast and compact
code for such an architecture good utilization of the AGU is a neces-
sity.
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Figure 5.1: The subproblems of integrated offset assignment. In this
chapter we study how much can be gained by solving all subproblems
at the same time. Choi and Kim have presented an heuristic algo-
rithms for the fully integrated problem [CK02]. Özturk et al. have
solved GOA (partitioning and SOA) optimally [OKT06].

The basic problem of finding the best storage layout given an ac-
cess sequence and a single address register was first studied by Bart-
ley [Bar92]. He shows how to transform the access sequence into an
undirected graph where the nodes represent variables and an edge
between two nodes is given a weight equal to the number of times the
nodes are neighbors in the access sequence. Finding a storage layout
that maximizes the utilization of auto-increment/decrement is equiv-
alent to finding a maximal Hamiltonian path in the access graph.
Finding a maximal Hamiltonian path is an NP-complete problem;
Bartley presented a greedy heuristic that has since been improved
by Liao et al. [LDK+96], Leupers and Marwedel [LM96] and by Ali
et al. [AEBS08]. This basic problem with 1 address register and an
increment/decrement range of +1/-1 is called the simple offset as-
signment problem (SOA).

A generalization to general offset assignment (GOA), where there
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are multiple address registers in the AGU, has been presented by Liao
et al. [LDK+96]. They propose a heuristic method to solve GOA by
reducing it to one SOA instance per address register. Each of the
SOA-instances handles accesses to a disjoint subset of the variables
in the access sequence. This heuristic was improved by Leupers and
Marwedel [LM96] by finding good ways to partition the access se-
quence into subsequences.

Gebotys presents a fast minimum cost circulation technique (MCC)
for optimal address register assignment for a given memory layout and
access sequence [Geb97]. She concludes that memory layout only has
minor impact on the final quality of the generated code when address
register assignment is solved optimally. This conclusion is not sup-
ported by the experimental evaluation by Huynh et al. where a range
of GOA-heuristics are evaluated with the MCC-technique [HABT07].

Leupers have presented a comparison of a range of different SOA-
heuristics [Leu03]. One of the conclusions is that the performance dif-
ferences of the SOA-heuristics is surprisingly small for real-life prob-
lem instances. He also finds that comparisons of SOA-algorithms
using random access sequences only give a coarse performance eval-
uation, and that the results are not always the same when real-life
problem instances are used.

Udayanarayanan and Chakrabarti have presented a GOA-heuristic
that performs modify register optimization as a final step in the code
generation [UC01]. Their evaluation shows that, when a modify reg-
ister is available, the impact of storage layout is not an important
factor to the final quality of the solution.

Özturk et al. have presented an optimal integer linear programming
formulation for GOA with modify registers. Their experiments show
that all instances in their experiment are solved to optimality within a
few minutes with a good integer linear programming solver [OKT06].

Atri et al. explore how commutativity of operations in the SOA-
problem can be used to reduce the number of edges in the access
graph, allowing for better SOA-solutions [ARK00].

Rao and Pande have presented heuristic methods for SOA which
uses commutativity, associativity and distributivity of operations to
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Figure 5.2: The architecture that we consider has an address gen-
eration unit with a number of address registers (4 in this figure). The
ALU has a single accumulator register.

reorder the access sequence. The heuristics are also extended to GOA
and experiments show a static code size reduction (of whole programs)
of 2% on average compared to previous heuristics [RP99].

Choi and Kim have described a heuristic algorithm that integrates
scheduling and GOA. Their algorithm works in two steps: first an
initial schedule and storage assignment in computed; second this so-
lution is iteratively improved by reordering the access sequence and
redoing the storage assignment [CK02]. This heuristic is compared to
the one presented by Leupers and Marwedel [LM96] and shows good
improvements. In Section 5.3 we compare our optimal algorithm to
this heuristic by Choi and Kim.

In this chapter we study the question of how important scheduling
and address register assignment is for the offset assignment prob-
lem. We do this by comparing optimal solutions, in which schedul-
ing and address register assignment are integrated, to solutions of
non-integrated code generation. See Figure 5.1 for an illustration of
different levels of integration.

5.1.1. Problem description

In the first part we assume a simple accumulator-based processor
where all instructions have unit latency and occupation time (see
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Figure 5.2). The architecture has:

• one ALU with an accumulator register, and

• one AGU with k ≥ 1 address registers; an address register can
be incremented or decremented by 1 each time it is read.

This kind of setup is common in real-world DSPs; variations of it can
be found in e.g. Texas Instruments-C2x [Tex88].

A problem instance is a basic block for which we want to generate
code. The basic block is represented by a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) G = (V,E). Each node x ∈ V represents an operation on the
accumulator register. An edge (u, v) ∈ E represents either true data
dependences or some other precedence constraint.

The goal of the code generation is to minimize the number of ex-
plicit assignments to address registers; we will use the term cost for
this. Minimizing the cost will both minimize run time and code size
of the produced code.

5.2. Integrated offset assignment and scheduling

In this section we will introduce an algorithm for integrated offset
assignment based on dynamic programming. The method works by
starting with an empty solution which is extended by selecting a new
node to schedule, and for this node also select an address register to
use for the memory access.

Assume that we have k address registers in the AGU and that we
have n nodes to schedule. Then we can define what we mean by a
partial solution:

Definition 15. A partial solution P of length l consists of:

• A schedule S = (s1, s2, . . . , sl), l ≤ n, where st is the node that
is scheduled at level t, 1 ≤ t ≤ l.

• Address register usage: rit is the variable that address register i
points to when it was last used (at slot t or earlier); if address
register i has not been used yet, we can assume that rit points to
every variable, 0 ≤ i < k, 0 ≤ t < n.
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Cost

...

...

...

...

ss[1,1]

ss[0,1] ss[0,2]

ss[1,2]

ss[2,2]

Level

ss[0,0]

Figure 5.3: Structure of the solution space (ss) used in the DP-
algorithm. The algorithm expands partial solutions with smallest
cost first.

• A set NG of neighbor pairs, if (v, w) ∈ NG the variables v and
w are neighbors on the stack.

Example 16. Figure 5.4(a) shows a DAG representing the basic
block:

D = A + B;

E = B + C;

Assuming that we have a single address register (AR0) Figure 5.4(b)
shows a partial solution of length 3. In this partial solution the node
sequence is S = (1, 0, 2) which means that first B is loaded into the
accumulator register, then A is added to the accumulator, and then
the result is stored in D. The contents of the set NG implies that A is
neighbor to both B and D, this is satisfied when the stack is laid out
as in Figure 5.4(c). The corresponding assembler code for the par-
tial solution is shown in Figure 5.4(d); note that the last instruction
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ADD (AR0++)

LD (AR0++)

AR0 = &B

ST (AR0)

5 (ST E)

3 (+B)1 (+B)

2 (ST D)

0 (+A) 4 (+C)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

A

D

B

Stack

+

S = (1, 0, 2)

r02 = D

NG = {(A,B), (A,D)}

Figure 5.4: A partial solution.

ST (AR0) is not yet finalized, a post-increment or decrement may be
added as the partial solution is extended.

5.2.1. Fully integrated GOA and scheduling

The dynamic programming algorithm in Figure 5.5 works by enu-
merating the partial solutions in a two dimensional solution space
shown in Figure 5.3. The first dimension is cost and second dimen-
sion (level) is the number of scheduled nodes. Initially, the solution
space (ss) contains a single empty partial solution with cost 0 and
level 0 (lines 0-1). The outer loop over cost progresses along the cost
axis of the solution space. And the loop over level progresses over
number of scheduled nodes in the DAG.

The algorithm proceeds by, for each partial solution at the cur-
rent cost and level, expanding this partial solution by selecting an
unscheduled node from the DAG. The node that is selected must be
ready, i.e. all its predecessors must have already been selected (line 9).
If the algorithm was to enumerate all possible solutions it would be
necessary to create a new partial solution at the next level, by using
each of the available address registers, however if, in a partial solu-
tion, an address register already points to the variable of the selected
node, then it is enough to consider this address register only when
expanding the partial solution, see Lemma 17.

The function extend(cur , reg , v) creates a copy of the current par-
tial solution (cur) and then extends it by using register reg for ac-
cessing the variable v.
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Algorithm: DP-RS.

Method: Dynamic programming in two dimensions: cost and number of

scheduled nodes (level).

Input: A DAG representing a basic block and the set of available address

registers (AR).

Output: Schedule, storage layout and address register assignment.
0: initialize ss[cost ,level ] to empty lists for all cost and level
1: push (ss[0, 0], an empty partial solution)
2: for cost from 0 to infinity do
3: for level from 0 to infinity do

// keep only one in every group of comparable solutions
4: prune(ss[cost , level ])
5: while ( ss[cost , level ] not empty )
6: cur= pop (ss[cost , level ])
7: if (cur is a complete solution)
8: return cur
9: foreach (n ∈ selectable nodes in cur)
10: nv = the variable of node n
11: Case 1: A reg ∈ AR points to nv:
12: push (ss[cost , level+1], extend(cur , reg , nv))
13: Case 2: No reg ∈ AR points to nv:
14: foreach (reg∈ AR)
15: Case 2A: reg points to a neighbor of nv:
16: push (ss[cost , level+1] extend(cur , reg , nv))
17: Case 2B: reg points to v that is not a neighbor of nv:
18: new= extend(cur , reg , nv)
19: if (make neighbor(new , v, nv))
20: push (ss[cost , level+1], new)
21: push (ss[cost+1, level+1], extend(cur , reg , nv))

Figure 5.5: Dynamic programming algorithm.
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In Case 2 (line 13) all possibilities for extending the current partial
solution are exhausted.

The function make neighbor (line 19) tries to make v and nv neigh-
bors in new . The function returns true if it is successful. The reason
for a failure is either that one of the variables already has two neigh-
bors, or that making the variables neighbors would create a cycle.

The algorithm terminates when the current partial solution (line 6)
is a complete solution, i.e. all of the nodes in the DAG have been
scheduled. Termination can be done earlier; if a new partial solution
is created that is complete, and has the same cost as the current
partial solution (i.e. on lines 12, 16, 18 or 20, but not on line 21)
then this solution is optimal and the algorithm can exit. This early
exit strategy is not included in the presentation in Figure 5.5 to avoid
cluttering the presentation.

5.2.2. Pruning of the solution space

The partial solutions are constructed systematically in increasing or-
der of cost. This means that expanding less promising partial so-
lutions is postponed as much as possible. However, even with this
postponing it is obvious that any algorithm based on enumeration
will suffer from a combinatorial explosion for large instances. We can
delay the explosion of the number of partial solutions in the solution
space if we can identify partial solutions, a and b, such that a is at
least as good as b in the sense that a best final solution b∗ to which
b is a partial solution cannot be better than a best final solution a∗

to which a is a partial solution. Then the partial solution b can be
removed without affecting the optimality of the enumeration. If both
a is at least as good as b and b is at least as good as a, we say that a
and b are comparable.

One obvious case where two partial solutions are comparable is
when all of the following are true:

• The last element in the schedules are equal.

• The same set of nodes has been scheduled.
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v
x y

v w
v

j

v
x y

v w
w

l
l+1
l+2

i j

l
l+1
l+2

i

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Using a register that already has the correct value is
always good. If register i already points to the next variable v in the
access sequence then for any solution that uses another register j (a),
there exists a solution that uses register i that does not have a higher
cost (b).

• The set of variables that the address registers point to are the
same.

• The NG sets of both partial solutions are equal.

Before the algorithm expands nodes of a certain cost and level we can
do a pruning step (see Figure 5.5, line 4). This pruning can be done
by sorting the partial solutions and then traversing the sorted list and
keeping only one in each group of comparable solutions.

Another way in which we can delay the combinatorial explosion
is to avoid doing a complete enumeration when it is not necessary.
Consider a situation where we expand a partial solution in which
an address register already points to the next variable in the access
sequence (Case 1, line 11, in Figure 5.5), we can use this address
register and do not need to make additional partial solutions where
another register is used. Formally:

Lemma 17. Let P be a partial solution of length l in which ril = v

and rjl = w 6= v. Assume that the next access is to variable v. Let
P i be a partial solution that uses address register i for this access to
v and let P j be a partial solution that uses address register j for this
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access to v. Then for any extension of P j to a final solution there
exists an extension to P i that is at least as good.

Proof. Assume that P j is extended to a final solution P j∗ (see Fig-
ure 5.6 (a)) which is better than any final solution to which P i (see
Figure 5.6 (b)) is a partial solution.

In P j∗ we have ril = v, ril+1 = v, rjl = w, and rjl+1 = v, let ril+2 = x

and rjl+2 = y. Now, there are two cases:

• If y = v then create P i∗ as a copy of P j∗ but with rjl+1 = w.

Now the only difference in cost between P j∗ and P i∗ can occur
if we must reassign address register j somewhere between levels
l and l + 2, in P j∗ we have the transition w → v → v and in
P i∗ the transition is w → w → v, i.e. they have the same cost.

• If y 6= v we must have x = v (the contents of two address
registers can not change at the same time), and we can reduce
this problem to the case y = v by making P j∗′ a copy of P j∗

and swap the values of rik and rjk for all k ≥ l + 2 (i.e. take the
P j∗ solution and make it use address register j instead of i at
time slot l + 2).

In other words: there always exists a final solution in which address
register i is used for the access to variable v that is at least as good
as P j∗.

So, we have shown that if one address register already points to a
variable that we wish to access we can use this address register and
not care about any other solution in which another address register
is used for this access. For the other case, when there is no register
that points at the next variable nv in the access sequence we must
exhaustively extend the current partial solution using each of the
registers reg ∈ AR. If reg does not point to a neighbor of nv then we
always extend the partial solution without making the two variables
neighbors, and if it is possible, also add one partial solution where
the two variables are made neighbors.
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Scheduler

Sequence Address

register

assignment

DAG

GOA

DP−R DP−S DPDP−RS

Figure 5.7: The algorithm flow.

5.2.3. Optimal non-integrated GOA

One question that we want to answer here is how much can be gained
by integrating the parts of the code generation. To find the answer to
this question we need to run experiments where we compare optimal
integrated code generation to optimal non-integrated code genera-
tion. In this subsection we will present the non-integrated algorithms
that we have used for the experiments: DP-R, which does scheduling
separately, DP-S, which does address register assignment separately,
and DP, which does all parts separately.

DP-R works exactly like DP-RS (Figure 5.5) except that the nodes
have already been scheduled. I.e. only one node is selectable on Line 9
in Figure 5.5.

DP-S integrates scheduling, just like DP-RS does. But it forces
all partial solutions to conform to the address register assignment
found by solve_goa [LM96]. I.e. on lines 11, 13 and 14 in Figure 5.5
’reg ∈ AR’ is replaced by ’reg = ARX’, where ARX is the address
register used for variable nv in the solution of a solve_goa run. Note
that since scheduling is integrated we cannot simply partition the
access sequence and solve k independent subproblems because the
sub-sequences will not be independent of each other.

The most basic dynamic programming algorithm, DP, does not
integrate any of the phases; all it does is calculate the optimal stack
layout with a fixed schedule and a fixed address register assignment.
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See Figure 5.7 for a sketch of the different parts of DP, DP-R, DP-S
and DP-RS.

5.2.4. Handling large instances

We have observed that the large problem instances often do not suc-
ceed because the dynamic programing solver runs out of memory. We
can work around this problem by counting the current total number
of partial solutions, and when we reach a maximal number of partial
solutions we switch to an enumeration strategy that prioritizes ex-
tending partial solutions with higher levels, i.e. partial solutions that
are nearer to completion. Then the solver program will not run out
of memory, but obviously we may lose some opportunities for pruning
comparable partial solutions. In other words the computation time
probably increases but the memory usage is limited.

5.2.5. Integrated iterative improvement heuristic

Figure 5.8 shows the algorithm Naive-it by Choi and Kim [CK03].
The algorithm is based on iterative improvement and it internally
uses the function solve goa from [LM96]. This algorithm is very fast
compared to our dynamic programming algorithms and we will see
in our experimental evaluation that it finds results that are not far
from the optimum. Using a cheap algorithm to compare our optimal
methods to makes it possible to assess how many of our test instances
are trivial to solve.

5.3. Experimental evaluation

The experiments were run on an Intel i7 3.06 GHz, each instance
had a time limit of 1 hour, and a memory limit of 10GB. In total
we have 400 instances divided by sequence length into 4 classes (100
instances in each class). The sequence lengths are 10-14, 15-19, 20-29
and 30+. The source of the instances is Offsetstone1. However, the

1The Offsetstone benchmark suite is available from http://address-code-
optimization.org (2010).
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Algorithm: Heuristic.
Method: Integrated scheduling and offset assignment by iterative
improvement.
Input: A DAG representing a basic block with nrop operations.
Output: Schedule, storage layout and address register assignment.
s = generate initial sequence()
while (best cost is improved)

for i from 0 to nrop- 1
best cost= solve goa(s)
j∗ = i
for j from 0 to nrop- 1

if (can not swap(s, i, j))
continue // move to the next operation in the j-loop

swap(s, i, j)
new cost= solve goa(s)a

if (new cost< best cost)
j∗ = j
best cost= new cost

swap(s, j, i) // undo the swap.
swap(s, i, j∗) // do the best swap.

aUse commutativity in Operation i, if this is beneficial.

Figure 5.8: Our implementation of the heuristic algorithm Naive-
it [CK03] for integrated offset assignment. The algorithm is included
here for completeness.
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(b) k=2
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(c) k=3
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Figure 5.9: Bar chart showing the success rate of the algorithms
for k = 1 to 4 address registers. The time limit is sufficiently high so
that all algorithms find a solution before they time out.
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Offsetstone problems are already scheduled and the graphs are not
available, we have therefore created DAGs of the sequences so that
the Offsetstone sequence is one possible schedule for the DAG that
we create. We have assumed that each operation is commutative and
takes two operands. Obviously graphs generated in this way are most
likely not equivalent to the original problems. But these DAGs are
probably more realistic than randomly generated problems.

The algorithms that are included in the evaluation are:

• GOA, solve goa from [LM96];

• DP, DP-R and DP-S, described in Section 5.2.3;

• DP-RS, our fully integrated algorithm, described in Section 5.2.1;

• Heuristic, our implementation of Naive-it from [CK03].

Figure 5.9 shows the success rates of the algorithms. When we
set the time limit to 1 hour all algorithms find a solution. However,
for some of the large instances the dynamic programming algorithms
times out before a guaranteed optimal solution is found2. This case
is most common for the larger instances with the fewest number of
address registers. The reason for this is that when the number of
address registers is large it is easier to find a solution that has no
extra explicit assignments of the address registers, i.e. the value of
the cost variable is 0 in the solution. We can also see in this chart
that integrating scheduling is much more expensive than integrating
address register assignment.

Figure 5.10 shows the difference in number of clock cycles on aver-
age between each algorithm and the optimum for the cases where the
optimum is known (i.e. when the fully integrated DP-RS algorithm
terminates before the time out is reached). We find that the greatest
difference between the integrated and non-integrated algorithms oc-
curs when there is only a single address register (Figure 5.10(a)). In

2Note that this is not a contradiction. The solution that is found first can have
a cost that is one larger than the current cost, meaning that a solution on the
current cost can still be found.
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(b) k=2
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Figure 5.10: Number of extra explicit address register assignments
compared to DP-RS (DP-S in (a)).

this case the optimum is found by DP-S since there is no address reg-
ister assignment. For the largest basic blocks (more than 30 nodes)
the average reduction in number of address code operations between
the non-integrated DP to the integrated DP-S is 3.5.

Looking at the case with 2 address registers (Figure 5.10(b)) we
see that the differences between the algorithms are smaller. Also it
is clear that more is gained by integrating register assignment than
is gained by integrating scheduling. But both DP-R and DP-S, on
average, outperform the Naive-it heuristic for the larger instances but
the difference is quite small.

When the number of address registers is increased even more (Fig-
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Address
register file

Effective
address

AR pointer

+1/−1

AGU

inc/dec signal

(a) AGU

RBRA

RO

ALU LDST

(b) ALU

Figure 5.11: The architecture that we consider has an ad-
dress generation unit (a) with address registers that can be post-
incremented/decremented, and a simple arithmetic-logic unit (b)
with two in-registers and one out-register.

ure 5.10(c) and (d)) we find that integrated algorithms do not give
much better results than the non-integrated ones. I.e. the cheaper
algorithms are already quite close to optimal.

5.4. GOA with scheduling on a register based
machine

Until now we have assumed that the target architecture works with
a single accumulator register. However, if the target architecture is
register based, with two in-registers and a single out-register then
some adjustments of the method are necessary.

We assume a simple processor, depicted in Figure 5.11, which has:

• one ALU with two in-registers and one out-register, and

• one AGU with k ≥ 1 address registers which can be incremented
or decremented by 1 each time it is used in a load or store
instruction.

At each clock cycle the processor can either load a value into an ad-
dress register or concurrently do any combination of 1 ALU-operation,
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ST E

LD CLD B

ST D

LD A

ST E = RO

RO = RX + RY

ST D = RO

RO = RX + RY

RY = LD B

RX = LD A

RX = LD C

RO = RX + RY ; RX = LD C

RY = LD B

RX = LD A

RO = RX + RY ; ST D = RO

ST E = RO

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.12: Example of GOA scheduling with a register machine.
The DAG in (a) can be scheduled as shown in (b), using 7 instruc-
tions, or as in (c), using 5 instructions by issuing ALU operations
concurrently with load and store instructions.

1 load or store using an address register r, and 1 post-increment or
post-decrement of r. We assume that the registers are early-read and
late-write and there is no support for register-to-register move, hence
all intermediate values must be stored in memory and then be loaded
if they are used again. This processor is a simplified variation of the
ADSP-2100 processor [Ana90].

The ALU operations are not represented in the DAG, but are in-
stead assumed to be scheduled before the corresponding store. This
means that if we schedule a store directly after a load that it depends
on one extra clock cycle is added between the load and the store for
the ALU operation. Figure 5.12 shows an example of such a situation:
If the DAG in (a) is scheduled as in (b) we must add two extra cycles
for the ALU-operations to complete in time for the stores. But if we
use the schedule in (c) we do not need to add extra cycles since the
ALU operations can be done in parallel with a load and a store opera-
tion, using the fact that reads from registers are done before writes to
registers within a clock cycle. Observe that in general it is not always
optimal to place the ALU-operation in the cycle before the corre-
sponding store, hence the explicit placement of the ALU-operation is
also an important part of the optimization problem.

The algorithm for this case is the same as the one for the accumu-
lator based architecture, see Figure 5.5, with the addition of handling
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Scheduling
Access

sequence

Basic block
Offset assignment

Storage layout and

address register assignment

Figure 5.13: The separated algorithm works by first doing schedul-
ing and then solve the offset assignment in a second step.

also the extra in-registers. A node in the DAG is only selectable if
it does not cause there to be too many live values. And when a new
partial solution is added to the solution space, one additional cycle
must be added if a store instruction is scheduled directly after a load
instruction that it depends on, because the ALU-operation can not
be overlapped with the surrounding operations in this case.

5.4.1. Separating scheduling and offset assignment

To find out in which cases integrating scheduling with offset assign-
ment leads to better code we must compare an optimal integrated
algorithm to an optimal algorithm where scheduling is done before
offset assignment. In our dynamic programming algorithm (INT) we
can separate the phases by first running the algorithm and disregard
address computations and offset assignment (see Figure 5.13).

When we have a schedule we can add dependence edges to G, se-
rializing the DAG, and then run INT to solve the offset assignment
part of the problem. From now on this separated algorithm is called
SEP.

5.4.2. Integer linear programming formulation

We have developed an integer linear programming formulation for the
offset assignment problem integrated with scheduling. In addition to
making it possible to solve problem instances optimally, creating an
integer linear programming model also formalizes the problem that
we are studying.

The parameters in our model are: the graph G = (V,E ∪D) where
E is the set of true data dependences, D is the set of other data
dependences and V is the set of variable accesses. Specifically V =
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{0, . . . , n− 1}, where n is the number of vertices, the set of schedule
slots T = {0, . . . , n−1}3, the set of AGU registers AGU = {0, . . . , k−
1}, the set of variables Var = {0, . . . ,m − 1} and the set of stack
locations Loc = {0, . . . ,m − 1}. There is also a mapping from each
node n ∈ V to the variable that the node represents; the mapping
is represented by nv = x, meaning that the node v in the graph
corresponds to an access to variable x ∈ Var .

The variables are all binary:

• St,x,i is 1 iff vertex x is scheduled at slot t using AGU register
i.

• rt,i,v is 1 iff AGU register i points to variable v at time slot t.

• Lp,v is 1 iff variable v is placed on stack location p.

• Ct,i is 1 iff AGU register i must be loaded for the access at time
slot t.

• Calut is 1 iff it is necessary to add a clock cycle for the ALU
operation before time slot t.

• vlt,x is 1 iff the value loaded at vertex x is still alive at time slot
t.

• At,x is 1 iff the ALU-operation of store node x is scheduled at
time t.

The objective is to minimize the total cost:

min
∑

i∈AGU
t∈T

Ct,i +
∑
t∈T

Calut (5.1)

First we need some simple constraints saying that all nodes must
be selected (5.2), only one node can be selected at a time (5.3), each

3The schedule slots are not absolute cycles in the final schedule, but they give an
absolute order of the instructions, making the final schedule trivial to construct.
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register must point to a single variable at every slot (5.4), each lo-
cation hosts exactly one variable (5.5) and each variable has exactly
one location (5.6):

∀x ∈ V,
∑

i∈AGU
t∈T

St,x,i = 1 (5.2)

∀t ∈ T,
∑
x∈V

i∈AGU

St,x,i = 1 (5.3)

∀t ∈ T, ∀i ∈ AGU ,
∑

v∈Var
rt,i,v = 1 (5.4)

∀p ∈ Loc,
∑

v∈Var
Lp,v = 1 (5.5)

∀v ∈ Var ,
∑
p∈Loc

Lp,v = 1 (5.6)

All stores have exactly one ALU-operation and there may be at most
one ALU-operation scheduled at each time slot:

∀d ∈ VST,
∑
t∈T

At,d = 1 (5.7)

∀t ∈ T,
∑

d∈VST

At,d ≤ 1 (5.8)

For every edge (x, y) ∈ E ∪D, y must not come before x:

∀(x, y) ∈ E ∪D, ∀t ∈ T,
∑

t′∈T :t′≤t
i∈AGU

St′,y,i +
∑

t′∈T :t′≥t
i∈AGU

St′,x,i ≤ 1 (5.9)
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The ALU-operation must come after the load instruction and before
the store instruction (if the ALU-operation is at the same schedule
slot as the store, one cycle must be added, see Equation 5.18):

∀t ∈ T, ∀(s, d) ∈ E,

t∑
t′=0

At′,d +
∑

i∈AGU

n−1∑
t′=t

St′,s,i ≤ 1 (5.10)

∀t ∈ T, ∀(s, d) ∈ E,
∑

i∈AGU

t∑
t′=0

St′,d,i +
n−1∑

t′=t+1

At′,d ≤ 1 (5.11)

Address register i can not be used in the schedule unless the register
points to the right place:

∀t ∈ T, v ∈ Var , i ∈ AGU , rt,i,v ≥
∑

x∈V :nx=v

St,x,i (5.12)

We only allow address register i to take a new value at the same
schedule slot where it is used:

∀i ∈ AGU ,∀t ∈ T, ∀v ∈ Var ,

rt,i,v +
∑

w∈Var :w 6=v

rt+1,i,w −
∑
x∈V

St,x,i ≤ 1 (5.13)

A vertex s ∈ V is live in a register at schedule point t if s was loaded
before t and an ALU-operation that uses s is scheduled at a time
t′ ≥ t:

∀t ∈ T, ∀(s, d) ∈ E, vlt,s ≥
∑

i∈AGU
t′∈T :t′<t

St′,s,i +
∑

t′∈T :t′≥t

At′,d − 1 (5.14)

Since our target architecture has only 2 in-registers to the ALU,
only 2 vertices may be live at the same time:

∀t ∈ T,
∑

s∈VLD

vlt,s ≤ 2 (5.15)
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And there is only one out-register of the ALU, so all ALU-operations
must be consumed by a store before the next ALU-operation:

∀t ∈ T, ∀(s1, d1) ∈ E, ∀(s2, d2) ∈ E : s1 6= s2 and d1 6= d2,

t−1∑
t′=0

At′,d1 +
∑

i∈AGU

St,d2,i +
∑

i∈AGU

n−1∑
t′=t+1

St′,d1,i ≤ 2 (5.16)

There must be a load to address register i at time t if the register
switches from variable w to variable v unless they are neighbors:

∀t ∈ T, ∀p ∈ Loc,∀v ∈ Var ,∀w ∈ Var ,∀i ∈ AGU ,

Ct,i ≥ Lp,v + rt,i,w + rt+1,i,v − 2−
p+1∑

q=p−1

Lq,w (5.17)

For any edge (s, d) ∈ E, if the ALU operation is scheduled in the
same slot as either s or d then we must add an extra clock cycle for
doing the ALU operation:

∀t ∈ T \ {0},∀(s, d) ∈ E,

Calut ≥
∑

i∈AGU

(St−1,s,i + St,d,i) +At−1,d +At,d − 2 (5.18)

Lastly, we observe that each stack layout can be mirrored by putting
the variables on the stack in reverse order, and the mirrored layout
will have the exact same neighbor pairs. Hence we can remove nearly
half of the valid solutions by forcing one of the variables to always be
on the top half of the stack:∑

p∈Loc:p≤m
2

Lp,1 = 1 (5.19)

We have also reduced the number of variables by the common me-
thod of calculating earliest and latest possible schedule slots. This is
done in the same way as described in Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 5.14: Stacked bar chart showing the results of the compari-
son between ILP and INT. Equal means that both algorithms finds a
solution of the same quality. DP only means that the ILP times out
and DP is successful.

5.4.3. Experimental evaluation

The experiments were run on an Intel i7 3.06 GHz, each instance had
a time limit of approximately 60 seconds, and a memory limit of 4GB.
The integer linear programming solver used is CPLEX 10.2.

DP versus integer linear programming

Figure 5.14 shows a stacked bar chart summarizing the results of our
comparison between the integer linear programming method (ILP)
of Section 5.4.2 and the dynamic programming algorithm (INT) de-
scribed in Section 5.4. In this experiment we have limited the number
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10-14 15-19 20-29 30+

1AR SEP-INT .92 1.53 2.36 3.70
2AR SEP-INT 0 .02 .17 .63
4AR SEP-INT 0 0 0 0

Table 5.1: Average cost improvement of INT. compared to SEP. for
the cases where both are successful.

of basic blocks per category to 20 and we only consider optimal re-
sults (if one of the algorithms has a valid solution when it reaches its
time limit, this solution is thrown away since we can not guarantee
optimality). The results are a bit surprising: ILP fails for all blocks
of size 15 or larger, and for every instance of size smaller than 15, if
ILP finds an optimal solution then so does INT. From this test we
conclude that the algorithm based on dynamic programming works
faster than our method based on integer linear programming because
every instances that is solved by ILP is also solved by INT, and in
addition some of the instances that are not solved by ILP are solved
by INT.

INT versus SEP

Figure 5.15 shows a stacked bar chart summarizing the comparison
of our algorithms INT and SEP. For the smallest blocks, which have
10-14 accesses, we find that all instances are solved to optimality in
SEP. In these instances the access sequence is very important for
SOA; in Table 5.1 we see that INT results in 0.92 lower cost (clock
cycles) than SEP on average. On the other hand, for GOA (with 2
and 4 address registers) the scheduling is not important: INT and
SEP always result in solutions with the same cost.

The results are similar when the number of accesses is 15-29. It is
worth noting that the importance of scheduling increases somewhat
for SOA. And for the instances with 20-29 accesses and 2 address
registers the number of cases where INT beats SEP is not negligible
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Figure 5.15: Stacked bar chart showing the results of the compari-
son between INT and SEP.

(15%). We also note that INT times out in 22% of the cases with 4
address registers.

For the largest instances, with more than 30 accesses, the results are
noticeably different. The reason for this is that many of the instances
are becoming intractable and can not be solved to optimality by our
algorithms. For the cases where the algorithm finishes the results
suggest that the integration of scheduling now becomes even more
important: in Table 5.1 we see that, for the cases where both INT
and SEP are successful, INT is on average 3.70 better than SEP for
SOA, and when we have 2 address registers, INT is on average 0.63
better than SEP.When we have 4 address registers there is not a single
instance where INT produces a better result than the one found by
SEP.
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10-14 15-19 20-29 30+

SOA-TB - SEP .78 .99 1.11 2.35
SOA-TB - INT 1.70 2.53 3.47 4.69

Table 5.2: Average cost reduction of our DP algorithm compared
to a cheap heuristic SOA-TB [LM96] as implemented in [Add10].

INT versus SOA-TB

We have compared our optimal methods to a very cheap heuristic to
find the answer to two questions:

• Is there room for improvement in SOA-heuristics?

• How many of our test instances are trivial?

The cheap heuristic algorithm that we have chosen is SOA-TB by
Leupers and Marwedel [LM96]. This algorithm is based on a previous
algorithm by Liao et al. [LDK+96] in which SOA is modelled by a
weighted access graph Gaccess = (V,E) where each node corresponds
to a variable and the weight of edge (u, v) ∈ E is the total number of
transitions from u to v or from v to u in the access sequence. With
this model an optimal solution to SOA can be found by finding a
Hamiltonian path in G with maximum weight. In SOA-TB this is
done by a heuristic that orders the edges by weight, using a tie-break
function that prioritizes edges that has low weight neighbors. For our
experiments we have used the SOA-TB implementation available in
the benchmark-suite from [Add10]. Table 5.2 shows the average value
of the cost reduction compared to SOA-TB for the the cases where
the DP algorithm finds an optimal solution. The most striking result
is that the average cost reduction for SEP for the largest instances is
2.35, while for INT the average cost reduction is 4.69. Furthermore,
we found that in 92% of the cases where INT completes, it finds
a better result than SOA-TB, i.e. only 8% of our instances can be
considered to be trivial.
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5.5. Conclusions

The question of how to optimally use an address generation unit when
compiling for DSP-machines is important. In this chapter we have
studied the importance of scheduling and address register assignment
with regards to the outcome of the offset assignment. We have com-
pared optimal algorithms for integrated offset assignment to both
optimal and heuristic algorithms that are not fully integrated.

First we studied the accumulator based architecture. We have run
experiments where we compare the solutions of our fully integrated
method (DP-RS) with the solutions of our separated methods (DP-S,
DP-R and DP). While it is true that finding optimal results requires
a lot of time and computer memory, we think that the results are
important because they show exactly how much is gained, on average,
by integrating the different parts of the code generation. The results
of our experiments suggest that integrating the phases of the code
generation has much potential for improving code when the number
of address registers is 1 or 2, and if the number of address registers
is more than that, only small improvements can be expected by the
integration of phases.

Second, we ran experiments with a register based architecture. For
this case we implemented both an integer linear programming method
and a dynamic programming algorithm. The experiments show that
our integer linear programming method is not as successful as the
dynamic programming method. When we compare the integrated
method to the non-integrated method the conclusion is about the
same as for the accumulator-based case; integration is good when
there are few address registers.
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Chapter 6.

Related work

In this chapter we list some of the related work in the area of code
generation both for basic blocks and for loops. Related work in the
area of offset assignment is presented in-place in Chapter 5.

6.1. Integrated code generation for basic blocks

6.1.1. Optimal methods

Kästner [Käs00, Käs01] has developed a retargetable phase coupled
code generator which can produce optimal schedules by solving a
generated integer linear program in a postpass optimizer. Two integer
linear programming models are given. The first one is time based, like
ours, and assigns events to points in time. The second formulation is
order based where the order of events is optimized, and the assignment
to points in time is implicit. The advantage of the second model
is that it can be flow-based such that the resources flow from one
instruction to the next, and this allows for efficient integer linear
program models in some cases.

Wilken et al. [WLH00] have presented an integer linear program-
ming formulation for instruction scheduling for basic blocks. They
also discuss how DAG transformations can be used to make the prob-
lem easier to solve without affecting the optimality of the solution.
The machine model which they use is rather simple.

Wilson et al. [WGB94] created an integer linear programming model
for the integrated code generation problem with included instruction
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selection. This formulation is limited to non-pipelined, single issue
architectures.

A constraint programming approach to optimal instruction schedul-
ing of superblocks1 for realistic architecture was given by Malik et
al. [MCRvB08]. The method was shown to be useful also for very
large superblocks after a preprocessing phase which prunes the search
space in a safe way.

An integer linear programming method by Chang et al. [CmCtK97]
performs integrated scheduling, register allocation and spill code gen-
eration. Their model targets non-pipelined, multi-issue, non-clustered
architectures. Spill code is integrated by preprocessing the DAG in
order to insert nodes for spilling where appropriate.

Winkel has presented an optimal method based on integer linear
programming formulation for global scheduling for the IA-64 archi-
tecture [Win04] and shown that it can be used in a production com-
piler [Win07]. Much attention is given to how the optimization con-
straints should be formulated to make up a tight solution space that
can be solved efficiently.

The integer linear programming model presented in Chapter 3 for
integrated code generation is an extension of the model by Bednarski
and Kessler [BK06b]. Several aspects of our model are improved com-
pared to it: Our model works with clustered architectures which have
multiple register banks and data paths between them. Our model
handles transfer instructions, which copy a value from one register
bank to another (transfers do not cover an IR node of the DAG). An-
other improvement over this model is that we handle memory data de-
pendences. We also allow nodes in the IR DAG that do not need to be
covered by an instruction, e.g. IR nodes representing small constants
that can be inlined in other target instructions using them. This
is achieved by using non-issue instructions which use no resources.
The new model better handles operations to which the order of the
operands matters (e.g. the order of a and b in the shift-left opera-
tion shl a,b). Previously the solution would have to be analyzed

1A superblock is a block of code that has multiple exit points but only one entry
point [HMC+93].
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afterwards to get the order of the arguments correct. We also re-
modeled the data flow dependences to work with the r variable (see
Section 3.2.1), thus removing explicit live ranges. By removing ex-
plicit live ranges and adding cluster support with explicit transfers
we make it possible to have spill code generation and scheduling in-
tegrated with the other phases of the code generation.

Within the Optimist project an integrated approach to code gener-
ation for clustered VLIW processors has been investigated by Kessler
and Bednarski [KB06]. Their method is based on dynamic program-
ming and includes safe pruning of the solution space by removing
comparable partial schedules. The dynamic programming algorithm
for solving the integrated offset assignment problem in Chapter 5 is
inspired by the algorithm by Kessler and Bednarski; in particular the
two-dimensional solution space that we use and the way that schedul-
ing is done is similar to how it is done in [KB06].

6.1.2. Heuristic methods

Hanono and Devadas present an integrated approach to code genera-
tion for clustered VLIW architectures in the AVIV framework [HD98].
Their method builds an extended data flow graph representation of a
basic block which explicitly represents all alternatives for implemen-
tation, and then uses a branch-and-bound heuristic for selecting one
alternative.

Barany and Krall have presented a register allocator that integrates
rescheduling [BK10]. It works together with any other scheduler and
will reschedule instructions to avoid spilling. This is a compromise
between having a scheduler that minimizes register need and a sched-
uler that optimizes pipeline usage.

Lorenz et al. implemented a genetic algorithm for integrated code
generation for low energy use [LLM+01] and for low execution
time [LM04]. This genetic algorithm includes instruction selection,
scheduling and register allocation in a single optimization problem.
It also takes the subsequent address code generation, with address
generation units, into account. In a preprocessing step additional
IR nodes are inserted in the DAG which represent possible explicit
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transfers between register files. Each gene corresponds to a node in
the DAG and an individual translates directly to a schedule. This is
different from the algorithm that we propose in Chapter 3 where the
genes are seen as preferences when creating the schedule.

Beaty did early work with genetic algorithms for the instruction
scheduling problem [Bea91]. Other notable heuristic methods that
integrate several phases of code generation for clustered VLIW have
been proposed by Kailas et al. [KEA01], Özer et al. [OBC98], Leu-
pers [Leu00b] and Nagpal and Srikant [NS04].

6.2. Integrated software pipelining

6.2.1. Optimal methods

An enumeration approach to software pipelining, based on dynamic
programming, was given by Vegdahl [Veg92]. In this algorithm the
dependence graph of the original loop body is replicated by a given
factor, with extra dependences to the new nodes inserted accord-
ingly. The algorithm then creates a compacted loop body in which
each node is represented once, thus the unroll factor determines how
many iterations a node may be moved. This method does not include
instruction selection and register allocation.

Blachot et al. [BdDH06] have given an integer linear programming
formulation for integrated modulo scheduling and register assignment.
Their method, named Scan, is a heuristic which searches the solution
space by solving integer linear programming instances for varying ini-
tiation intervals and numbers of schedule slots in a way that resembles
our algorithm in Section 4.2. Their presentation also includes an ex-
perimental characterization of the search space, e.g. how the number
of schedule slots and initiation intervals affects tractability and feasi-
bility of the integer linear programming instance.

Yang et al. [YGGT02] presented an integer linear programming
formulation for rate- and energy-optimal modulo scheduling on an
Itanium-like architecture, where there are fast and slow functional
units. The idea is that instructions that are not critical can be as-
signed to the slow, less energy consuming, functional units thereby
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optimizing energy use. Hence, this formulation includes a simple kind
of instruction selection.

Ning and Gao [NG93] present a method for non clustered archi-
tectures where register allocation is done in two steps, the first step
assigns temporary values to buffers and the second step does the ac-
tual register allocation. Our method is different in that it avoids the
intermediate step. This is an advantage when we want to support
clustered register banks and integrate spill code generation.

Altman et al. [AGG95] presented an optimal method for simulta-
neous modulo scheduling and mapping of instructions to functional
units. Their method, which is based on integer linear programming,
has been compared to a branch and bound heuristic by Ruttenberg
et al. [RGSL96].

Fimmel and Müller do optimal modulo scheduling for pipelined
non-clustered architectures by optimizing a rational initiation inter-
val [FM00, FM02]. The initiation interval is a variable in the integer
linear programming formulation, which means that only a single in-
stance of the problem needs to be solved as opposed to the common
method of solving with increasingly large initiation intervals.

Eichenberger et al. have formulated an integer linear programming
model for minimizing the register pressure of a modulo schedule where
the modulo reservation table is fixed [EDA96].

Cortadella et al. have presented an integer linear programming me-
thod for finding optimal modulo schedules [CBS96]. Nagarakatte and
Govindarajan [NG07] formulated an optimal method for integrating
register allocation and spill code generation. These formulations work
only for non-clustered architectures and do not include instruction se-
lection.

Eisenbeis and Sawaya [ES96a] describes an integer linear program-
ming method for integrating modulo scheduling and register alloca-
tion. Their method gives optimal results when the number of schedule
slots is fixed.

Fan et al. [FKPM05] studied the problem of synthesizing loop ac-
celerators with modulo scheduling. In their problem formulation the
initiation interval is given and the optimization problem is to min-
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imize the hardware cost. They present optimal methods based on
integer linear programming and branch and bound algorithms. They
also show and evaluate several methods for decomposing large prob-
lem instances into separate subproblems to increase tractability at
the cost of global optimality.

6.2.2. Heuristic methods

Fernandes was the first who described clustered VLIW architectures
[Fer98], and in [FLT99] Fernandes et al. gave a heuristic method for
modulo scheduling for such architectures. The method is called Dis-
tributed modulo scheduling (DMS) and is shown to be effective for up
to 8 clusters. DMS integrates modulo scheduling and cluster parti-
tioning in a single phase. The method first tries to put instructions
that are connected by true data dependences on the same cluster.
If that is not possible transfer instructions are inserted or the al-
gorithm backtracks by ejecting instructions from the partially con-
structed schedule.

Huff [Huf93] was the first to create a heuristic modulo scheduling
method that schedules instructions in a way that minimizes life times
of intermediate values. The instructions are given priorities based
on the number of slots on which they may be scheduled and still re-
spect dependences. The algorithm continues to schedule instructions
with highest priority either early or late, based on heuristic rules. If
an instruction can not be scheduled, backtracking is used, ejecting
instructions from the partial schedule.

Another notable heuristic, which is not specifically targeted for
clustered architectures, is due to Llosa et al. [LVAG95, LGAV96].
This heuristic, called Swing modulo scheduling, simultaneously tries
to minimize the initiation interval and register pressure by scheduling
instructions either early or late.

The heuristic by Altemose and Norris [AN01] does register pressure
responsive modulo scheduling by inserting instructions in such a way
that known live ranges are minimized.

Stotzer and Leiss [SL99] presented a backtracking heuristic for mod-
ulo scheduling after instruction selection for Texas Instruments C6x
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processors. And later [SL09] they have presented heuristic methods
for avoiding long lifetimes in modulo schedules. The idea is that if
lifetimes of values are shorter than II then modulo variable expansion
is not necessary. We use the same idea in Section 4.3.4, and our con-
clusions are similar to the conclusions that Stotzer and Leiss draw;
limiting the live range is good since modulo variable expansion can
be avoided and the II is most of the time not affected.

Nystrom and Eichenberger presented a heuristic method for cluster
assignment as a prepass to modulo scheduling [NE98]. Their machine
model assumes that all transfer instructions are explicit. The clus-
tering algorithm prioritizes operations in critical cycles of the graph,
and tries to minimize the number of transfer instructions while still
having high throughput. The result of the clustering prepass is a new
graph where operations are assigned to clusters and transfer nodes are
inserted. Their experimental evaluation shows that, for architectures
with a reasonable number of buses and ports, the achieved initiation
interval is most of the time equal to the one achieved with the corre-
sponding fully connected, i.e. non-clustered, architecture, where more
data ports are available.

A heuristic method for integrated modulo scheduling for clustered
architectures was presented by Codina et al. [CSG01]. The method,
which also integrated spill code generation is shown to be useful for
architectures with 4 clusters.

Pister and Kästner presented a retargetable method for postpass
modulo scheduling implemented in the Propan framework [PK05].

Zalamea et al. have created a backtracking integrated software
pipelining heuristic for clustered VLIWs [ZLAV01]. In this heuristic
the subproblems that are integrated are: scheduling, spilling, clus-
ter assignment and register allocation. Experiments shows that this
heuristic works well for up to as many as 8 clusters.

6.2.3. Discussion of related work

The work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis is different
from the ones mentioned above in that it aims to produce provably
optimal modulo schedules, also when the optimal initiation interval
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is larger than MinII , and in that it integrates also cluster assignment
and instruction selection in the formulation.

Creating an integer linear programming formulation for clustered
architectures is more difficult than for the non-clustered case since the
common method of modeling live ranges simply as the time between
definition and use can not be applied. Our formulation does it instead
by a method where values are explicitly assigned to register banks for
each time slot. This increases the size of the solution space, but we
believe that this extra complexity is unavoidable and inherent to the
problem of integrating cluster assignment and instruction selection
with the other phases.

6.2.4. Theoretical results

Touati [Tou02, Tou07] presented several theoretical results regarding
the register need in modulo schedules. One of the results shows that,
in the absence of resource conflicts, there exists a finite schedule du-
ration (tmax in our terminology) that can be used to compute the
minimal periodic register sufficiency of a loop for all its valid modulo
schedules. Theorem 10 in this thesis is related to this result of Touati.
We assume unbounded register files and identify an upper bound on
schedule duration, in the presence of resource conflicts.

In a technical report Eisenbeis and Sawaya [ES96b] give a theoret-
ical result for an upper bound on the number of schedule slots for
integrated modulo scheduling and register allocation (with our nota-
tion):

tmax ≤ (|V | − 1)
(
L̂+ II − 1

)
+ |V |+ 1

where L̂ is the largest latency of any instruction. Our proof of Theo-
rem 10 in Chapter 4 is similar to their proof. Our theorem provides
a tighter bound when the instructions have higher variance of laten-
cies, but their theorem is tighter if the initiation interval is large.
However, we believe that their result is incorrect because it does not
handle loop carried dependences correctly2. A minimal counterexam-

2We believe that they need to add the same assumption that we have on un-
bounded register file sizes.
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Figure 6.1: The graph in (i) can be modulo scheduled with initiation
interval 4 as shown in (ii). If the schedule of an iteration is shortened
by 4 cycles the register pressure of the corresponding modulo schedule
kernel increases, see (iii) to (iv).

ple is depicted in Figure 6.1. The example consists of a graph with
two instructions, a and b, both with latency 1. The value produced
by b is consumed by a two iterations later. Then, if the initiation
interval is 4 the schedule shown in Figure 6.1 can not be shortened
by 4 cycles as described in [ES96b], since this would increase the live
range of b and hence increase the register pressure of the resulting
modulo schedule.
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Chapter 7.

Possible extensions

In this chapter we will identify a few possible directions for future
work.

7.1. Integration with a compiler framework

The IR-graphs used for the evaluation of the modulo scheduling algo-
rithm in this thesis have two sources: some were created by hand, and
some are translated from a set of graphs from the st200cc compiler.
If our methods were integrated in a proper, state of the art, compiler
it would allow more systematic testing of complete programs. We are
currently limited to basic blocks and inner loops.

Much of our work is based on Optimist which uses the LCC [FH95]
front-end. But LCC is quite old and simplistic; for instance, it does
not build graphs with loop carried data dependences and it includes
very few machine independent optimizations. We would like to in-
tegrate our algorithms with another, more modern, compiler such as
GCC [Fre], LLVM [LA04], Trimaran [Tri] or Open64 [Ope].

An alternative, that is easier to implement, is to make a post-pass
tool that is run after the compiler is finished. One advantage of such
an approach is that the results are very easy to compare. And the
big disadvantage is that the information that is collected throughout
the analysis phases of the compiler is lost; the only information left
is the final code. I.e. much of the analysis effort is doubled, and with
incomplete information we may constrain the post-pass tool too much
by introducing false constraints.
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7.2. Benders decomposition

As a topic for future work we will consider applying Benders decompo-
sition [Ben62] to the separated integer linear programming algorithm
of Chapter 4. Benders decomposition is a method of decomposing
an optimization problem into smaller parts. These smaller parts can
then be solved to optimality, and for each solution that is found part
of the search space is removed from the subproblems. When all of the
search space has been cut away optimality is guaranteed. The key to
a good Benders decomposition is to find good cuts. We have already
divided the code generation problems into subproblems, so the only
thing that remains is to create good Benders cuts and we can solve
the integrated problem by solving many small problems.

A general decomposable optimization problem can be expressed like
this:

min f(x,y)

s.t. (x,y) ∈ S (7.1)

Benders decomposition uses the fact that this problem can be de-
composed by solving for only a subset y of the variables:

min g(y)

s.t. y ∈ S′ (7.2)

instr. sel.

Scheduling

Add cut:

MinII<FoundII

Cluster assignment +

Figure 7.1: Example of a cut for software pipelining.
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where g is a new optimization goal to the subproblem where the
x variables are not included. An optimal solution to (7.2) is not
necessarily part of an optimal solution to (7.1).

Now if the problem defined by (7.2) is solved to optimality for
y = y, we can use this partial solution in the full problem and solve
for the remaining variables (x):

min f(x,y)

s.t. (x,y) ∈ S (7.3)

Now, if (7.3) has a solution we store it. But we can still not guar-
antee that this solution is optimal. So, what we do is to generate
Benders cuts where we restrict the search space of (7.1) and (7.2) so
that this particular solution is removed. Also for Benders decomposi-
tion to be efficient we must make it so that the Benders cuts remove
parts of the search space where we know there can not exist better
solutions than the one we have found, for instance using symmetries
or domain knowledge. This process is iterated until there are no fea-
sible solutions to (7.2). At that point we know that the best solution
that we have found so far is the optimal solution to the full problem.

If we apply Benders decomposition to our software pipelining prob-
lem in Chapter 4 the first subproblem can be instruction selection,
where we solve for MinII , and the second subproblem can be the rest
of the code generation. One obvious Benders cut that can be gener-
ated once a solution is found is to remove all instruction selections
that have a lower bound on II that is not lower than the II that we
have already found, see Figure 7.1.

One big advantage of using the Benders decomposition technique
is that we can bring in domain knowledge into general optimization
methods. Another advantage is that not all subproblems need to be
solved with the same optimization technique. It would be possible to
do, for instance, scheduling with constraint logic programming and
the rest of the code generation problem can be solved with integer
linear programming.
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7.3. Improving the theoretical results

We also want to find ways to relax the constraints on the machine
model in the theoretical part of Chapter 4. One limitation is that
we require the generated code to be transfer free, i.e., no instructions
are generated that do not cover a node in the intermediate represen-
tation graph. One possible way to get around this limitation is to
add transfer-nodes in the intermediate representation graph. The ob-
vious question then is how many transfer nodes we must add? How
do we limit the number of times a value may be transferred? A rea-
sonable guess is that we could add transfer nodes before each use of
a value, but then there is the question if this affects the generality
of the model. This transformation might exclude optimal solutions
where a value is “juggled” back and forth between register files.

The other limitation is in the number of available registers. In
the theoretical parts we assume that register pressure is never the
limiting factor. This assumption is necessary because in some cases
reducing the number of schedule slots of a modulo schedule leads to an
increase in the register pressure. It would be interesting to investigate
how often this situation occurs in real examples. Also, under which
circumstances does it occur and can we find a bound on how much
the register pressure can increase. Touati has done much work in
the area of register pressure in modulo schedules [Tou02], we should
investigate if his methods can be applied to refine our results on the
upper bound on the number of schedule slots.

7.4. Genetic algorithms for modulo scheduling

One natural extension to the work presented here is to modify the
genetic algorithm of Section 3.3 to modulo scheduling. There are
several ways in which this could be done. One way would be to keep
much of the existing genetic algorithm from Section 3.3 and use a
fitness function that penalizes infeasible solutions. For instance, if a
produced acyclic schedule has a resource conflict when converted into
a modulo schedule it has a negative fitness value. Then the goal of
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the genetic algorithm is to produce an individual with no conflicts,
i.e., with fitness 0. But since the genetic algorithm uses a sort of
list scheduling for producing the acyclic schedule, and we know that
locally compacted schedules are not necessarily good when producing
modulo schedules we would need a way to add slack into the genes
describing an individual.

7.5. Improve the solvability of the integer linear
programming model

When solving integer linear program instances the integrality con-
straint on solution variables is usually dropped and the relaxed prob-
lem is solved using a simplex algorithm. If the solution to the relaxed
problem happens to be integer we are done, but if the relaxed solution
is not integral we need to add constraints that remove this solution
from the solution space, e.g. by branching on a fractional binary vari-
able. If we can make sure that the constraints of the model yield
a solution space where as many corners as possible are integral, the
time required to solve the problem becomes smaller.

Finding ways to tighten our solution space is a topic for future work.
One possible starting point could be to investigate if the methods used
by Winkel [Win04] for global scheduling can be applied also to modulo
scheduling.

7.5.1. Reformulate the model to kernel population

In our experiments we have found that one problem of our integer
linear programming model for modulo scheduling is that it does not
scale well when the the number of schedule slots is increased. In
many cases increasing the number of schedule slots by just 1 can in-
crease the solution time by several orders of magnitude. Our model,
like many others, creates a modulo schedule by adding constraints
to an acyclic schedule. We should try methods where instructions
from different iterations are chosen to populate the kernel, similar to
Vegdahl’s method with dynamic programming [Veg92]. This would
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remove the problem with the number of schedule slots for the corre-
sponding acyclic schedule. Instead we would have new problems, such
as how many iterations to consider when creating the kernel. It is not
clear if such a method would lead to better solution times compared
to our current method.
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Conclusions

It is very common that the problem of code generation is divided
into subproblems that are solved one a a time in a compiler. This
division into subproblems can lead to missed chances for optimization
because a solution to the first subtask may impose constraints on the
subsequent tasks. It is not known in which order the subtasks should
be solved to give the best results. In this thesis we have presented
implementations for optimal integrated, as well as non-integrated,
code generation problems. The purpose of these implementations is
to study the effects of the integration. In particular, we want to
find how much can be gained by integrating the subtasks of code
generation.

We have created integrated algorithms for 3 different code gen-
eration problems: First for basic blocks with clustered VLIW as the
target; the phases that are integrated are: cluster assignment, instruc-
tion selection, scheduling, register allocation and spilling. Second, we
have extended this method to software pipelining of loops. And the
third code generation problem that we have considered is offset as-
signment where we simultaneously solve scheduling, stack layout and
address register usage.

Our algorithm for modulo scheduling iteratively considers schedules
with increasing number of schedule slots. A problem with such an
iterative method is that, if the initiation interval is not equal to the
lower bound, there is no way to determine whether the found solution
is optimal or not. We have proven that, for a class of architectures
that we call transfer free, we can set an upper bound on the schedule
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length. I.e. we can prove optimality also when the II is larger than
the calculated value of the lower bound.

Creating an integer linear programming formulation for clustered
architectures is more difficult than for the non-clustered case since the
common method of modeling live ranges simply as the time between
definition and use of the value cannot be applied. Our formulation
handles live ranges by explicitly assigning values to register banks for
each time slot. This increases the size of the solution space, but we
believe that this extra complexity is unavoidable and inherent to the
problem of integrating cluster assignment and instruction selection
with the other phases.

We have also shown that optimal spilling is closely related to opti-
mal register allocation when the register files are clustered. In fact,
optimal spilling is as simple as adding an additional virtual register
file representing memory and have transfer instructions to and from
this register file corresponding to stores and loads.

In our experimental evaluation we have shown that for the basic
block case we can optimally generate code for DAGs with up to 191
IR nodes in less than 30 seconds. For modulo scheduling we compare
the integrated method to one in which instruction selection and clus-
ter assignment is done in a separate phase. Our experiments show
that the integrated method rarely results in better results than the
separated one for the single cluster architecture, but for the double
cluster architecture the integrated method beats the separated one
in 39% of the cases, and in these cases, assuming a large number of
iterations, the average speedup is 20%.

For the offset assignment problem we have developed a dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal integrated offset assignment in-
cluding scheduling. In the experiments we found that the integration
of the subtasks in this case is beneficial when there are 1 or 2 address
registers. We also developed an integer linear programming formula-
tion, but the results of this method were not encouraging. In none of
our tests did we find that the integer linear programming method was
better than the dynamic programming approach. Hence, we find that
integer linear programming is better than dynamic programming in
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our code generation for clustered VLIW architectures, but dynamic
programming is better than integer linear programming in the offset
assignment problem.

The results of these experiments are important because we try to
find out if the integration can be beneficial: all steps in the sep-
arated methods produce locally optimal results and the results of
integrated method are globally optimal. Showing how often the in-
tegrated method is better than the separated one is interesting also
from a theoretical perspective.
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Appendix A.

Complete integer linear
programming formulations

In this appendix we give verbatim listings of the integer linear pro-
gram model that we have used for the experiments. We also show the
dot product problem specification as an example. The listings are
shown in AMPL syntax. The architecture parameters are much too
verbose to be listed here.

A.1. Integrated software pipelining in AMPL

This section contains the complete software pipelining model that we
have used in the experiments in Chapter 4.

# ---------------

# Data flow graph

# ---------------

# DFG nodes

set G;

# DFG edges

## Edges for src1 (KID0)

set EG0 within (G cross G cross Integers);

## Edges for src2 (KID1)

set EG1 within (G cross G cross Integers);

## Edges for data dependences (DDEP)

set EGDEP within (G cross G cross Integers);

set EG := EG0 union EG1;
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# Operator of DFG nodes

param OPG {G} default 0;

# Out-degree of DFG nodes

param ODG {G} default 0;

# --------

# Patterns

# --------

# Pattern indexes

set P_prime; # patterns with edges

set P_second; # patterns without edges

set P_nonissue; # patterns that does not use resources

set P := P_prime union P_second union P_nonissue;

set PN; # Generic pattern nodes

# Patterns

set B {P} within PN;

# Pattern edges

set EP {P_prime} within (PN cross PN);

# Operator of patterns

param OPP {P,PN} default 0;

# Latencies

param L {P} default 0; #nonissue have 0, the rest are listed

set match{i in G} within P

default setof{p in P, k in PN : OPP[p,k] = OPG[i]} p;

set dagop := setof{i in G} OPG[i];

set P_pruned :=

setof {p in P, pn in PN: OPP[p,pn] in dagop} (p);

param min_lat {i in G} :=

min {p in P, k in PN: k in B[p] && OPP[p,k] == OPG[i]}

if p in P_prime then 0 else L[p];

param max_lat {i in G} :=

max {p in P, k in PN: k in B[p] && OPP[p,k] == OPG[i]} L[p];

#----------

# Resources
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#----------

# Functional units

set F;

# Maximum FUs

param M {F} integer >0;

# Resource mapping p <-> FU

param U {P,F} binary default 0;

#Register banks

set RS;

# Resources for transfers. Is 1 if transfer RS-RS requires F.

param UX{RS,RS,F} binary default 0;

# Latencies for transfers

param LX{RS,RS} integer > 0 default 10000000;

# Register banks of pattern variables

## Destinations

set PRD{RS} within P;

## First argument source

set PRS1{RS} within P;

## Second argument source

set PRS2{RS} within P;

#------------

# Issue width

#------------

# Issue width (omega)

param W integer > 0;

# Number of registers

param R{RS} integer > 0 default 1000000;

# ------------------

# Solution variables

# ------------------

# Maximum time

param max_t integer > 0;

set T := 0 .. max_t;

# Increase II until a feasible solution exists.

param II integer >= 1;
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param soonest {i in G} in T default 0;

param latest {i in G} in T default 0;

param derived_soonest {i in G} :=

max(soonest[i],

max {(a,delta) in

setof { (a,ii,ddelta) in (EG union EGDEP):

ii = i && ddelta != 0

}

(a,ddelta)}

(soonest[a] + min_lat[a] - II*delta));

param derived_latest {i in G} :=

min(latest[i],

min {(a,delta) in

setof { (ii,a,ddelta) in (EG union EGDEP):

ii = i && ddelta != 0

}

(a, ddelta)}

(latest[a] - min_lat[i] + II*delta));

# Slots on which i in G may be scheduled, override

# derived_latest if the node can be covered by a

# nonissue pattern.

set slots {v in G} :=

derived_soonest[v]

..

min(derived_latest[v],

prod{p in P_nonissue}

prod{k in B[p]} abs(OPG[v]-OPP[p,k]));

# max_d is largest distance of a dependence in EG0/1

param max_d integer >= 0;

set TREG := 0 .. (max_t+II*max_d);

var c {i in G, match[i], PN, slots[i]} binary default 0;

var w {(i,j,d) in EG,

p in P_prime inter match[i] inter match[j],

slots[i] inter slots[j],

EP[p]

} binary default 0;
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# Records which patterns (instances) are selected, at

# which time

var s {P_prime inter P_pruned,T} binary default 0;

# Transfer

var x {i in G,RS,RS,TREG} binary default 0;

# Availability

var r {RS, v in G, t in TREG: t >= derived_soonest[v]}

binary default 0;

# ----------------------------------------------------------

# -----------------

# Optimization goal

# -----------------

# Used for basic block scheduling only.

#var exec_time integer;

#minimize Test:

# exec_time;

# Minimize the number of steps

#subject to MinClockCycle {i in G,

# p in match[i],

# k in B[p],

# t in slots[i]}:

# c[i,p,k,t] * (t+L[p]) <= exec_time;

# ---------------------

# Instruction selection

# ---------------------

# Each node is covered by exactly one pattern

subject to NodeCoverage {i in G}:

sum{p in match[i]}

sum{k in B[p]}

sum{t in slots[i]} c[i,p,k,t] = 1;

# Record which patterns have been selected at time t

subject to Selected {p in P_prime inter P_pruned,

t in T,

k in B[p]}:
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(sum{i in G:t in slots[i] && p in match[i]} c[i,p,k,t]) = s[p,t];

# For each pattern edge, assure that DFG nodes are matched

# to pattern nodes

subject to WithinPattern {(i,j,d) in EG,

p in P_prime inter P_pruned,

t in slots[i] inter slots[j],

(k,l) in EP[p]

:p in match[i] && p in match[j]

}:

2*w[i,j,d,p,t,k,l]

<=

(c[i,p,k,t] + c[j,p,l,t] + c[i,p,l,t] + c[j,p,k,t]);

# (7.7) Operator of DFG and pattern nodes must match

subject to OperatorEqual {i in G,

p in match[i],

k in B[p],

t in slots[i]}:

c[i,p,k,t] * (OPG[i] - OPP[p,k]) = 0;

# -------------------

# Register allocation

# -------------------

#limit on availability

subject to AvailabilityLimit {rr in RS,

i in G,

t in TREG

:t>=derived_soonest[i]

}:

#just ready

r[rr,i,t]

<=

sum{p in (PRD[rr] inter match[i]): (t-L[p]) in slots[i]}

sum{k in B[p]}

c[i,p,k,t-L[p]] +

#available in prev. time step

sum{tt in t..t : tt-1>=derived_soonest[i]}

r[rr,i,tt-1] +

#just transfered

sum{rs in RS:(t-LX[rs,rr])>=0} x[i,rs,rr,t-LX[rs,rr]];

# Make sure inner nodes of a pattern are never visible
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subject to AvailabilityLimitPattern

{rr in RS,

(i,j,d) in EG,

p in match[i] inter match[j] inter P_prime,

tp in slots[i] inter slots[j],

tr in TREG,

(k,l) in EP[p]

: tr>=derived_soonest[i]

}:

r[rr,i,tr] <= (1-w[i,j,d,p,tp,k,l]);

# Data must be available when we use it. For now, we only

# handle patterns that take all operands from the same

# register bank as the destination (PRD).

subject to ForcedAvailability {(i,j,d) in EG,

t in slots[j],

rr in RS

}:

r[rr,i,t+d*II]

>=

sum{p in PRD[rr] inter match[j] inter P_prime}

sum{k in B[p]}

(c[j,p,k,t]

#but not if (i,j) is an edge in p

-

sum{(k,l) in EP[p] : p in match[j] inter match[i]

&& t in slots[i]

&& t in slots[j]}

w[i,j,d,p,t,k,l]);

# Singletons

subject to ForcedAvailability2

{(i,j,d) in EG0,

t in slots[j],

rr in RS}:

r[rr,i,t+d*II]

>=

sum{p in PRS1[rr] inter match[j] inter P_second}

sum{k in B[p]}

c[j,p,k,t];

subject to ForcedAvailability3

{(i,j,d) in EG1,
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t in slots[j],

rr in RS}:

r[rr,i,t+d*II]

>=

sum{p in PRS2[rr] inter match[j] inter P_second}

sum{k in B[p]}

c[j,p,k,t];

# Must also be available when we transfer

subject to ForcedAvailabilityX

{i in G,

t in TREG,

rr in RS}:

sum{tt in t..t: tt >= derived_soonest[i]}

r[rr,i,tt]

>=

sum{rq in RS} x[i,rr,rq,t];

subject to TightDataDependences

{(i,j,d) in EGDEP,

t in TREG}:

sum{p in match[j]}

sum{tt in 0..t-II*d: tt in slots[j]}

c[j,p,0,tt]

+

sum{p in match[i]}

sum{ttt in t-L[p]+1..max_t + II*max_d:

ttt>0

&& ttt in slots[i]}

c[i,p,0,ttt]

<=

1;

# Check that the number of registers is not exceeded at any

# time

subject to RegPressure {t_offs in 0..(II-1), rr in RS}:

sum{i in G}

sum{t in t_offs..(max_t+II*max_d) by II:

t>=derived_soonest[i]}

r[rr,i,t]

<=

R[rr];

subject to LiveRange
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{rr in RS,

v in G,

t in TREG:

t >= derived_soonest[v]

}:

sum{tt in t..t+II:

tt in TREG

&& tt >= derived_soonest[v]} r[rr,v,tt]

<=

II

+

sum{tt in t..t+II-1:

tt in TREG && tt >= derived_soonest[v]}

x[v,rr,rr,tt];

# -------------------

# Resource allocation

# -------------------

# At each scheduling step we should not exceed the

# number of resources

subject to Resources {t_offs in 0..(II-1), f in F}:

sum{t in t_offs..max_t by II}(

sum{p in P_prime inter P_pruned : U[p,f] = 1} s[p,t]

+

sum{p in P_second inter P_pruned: U[p,f] = 1}

sum{i in G:t in slots[i]

&& p in match[i]}

sum{k in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t])

+

sum{t in t_offs..(max_t+II*max_d) by II}(

sum{i in G} sum{(rr,rq) in (RS cross RS):

UX[rr,rq,f] = 1 }

x[i,rr,rq,t])

<=

M[f];

# At each time slot, we should not exced the issue width w

subject to IssueWidth {t_offs in 0..(II-1)}:

sum{t in t_offs..max_t by II}(

sum{p in P_prime inter P_pruned} s[p,t]

+

sum{p in P_second inter P_pruned}

sum{i in G:t in slots[i] && p in match[i]}
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sum{k in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t])

+

sum{t in t_offs..(max_t+II*max_d) by II}(

sum{i in G} sum{(rr,rq) in (RS cross RS)} x[i,rr,rq,t])

<=

W;

# ----------------------------------------------------------

# ----------------

# Check statements

# ----------------

# Each pattern should be associated with some functional unit

check {p in P_prime union P_second}:

sum{f in F} U[p,f] > 0;

end;

A.2. Dot product ddg

# 5 Loads *5

# 1 MPY *2

# 5 Ops *1

# sum 32.

# MinII = single 5, double 3

param max_d := 1;

param: G : OPG :=

2 4405 # ADDI4

4 4565 # MULI4

5 4165 # INDIRI4

6 4407 # ADDP4

7 4437 # LSHI4

8 4165 # INDIRI4

9 4391 # ADDRLP4

10 4117 # CNSTI4

11 4167 # INDIRP4

12 4359 # ADDRGP4

13 4165 # INDIRI4

14 4407 # ADDP4

15 4167 # INDIRP4
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16 4359 # ADDRGP4

;

set EG0 :=

(2,2,1) (9,8,0) (8,7,0) (7,6,0) (12,11,0) (6,5,0) (5,4,0)

(7,14,0) (16,15,0) (14,13,0);

set EG1 :=

(10,7,0) (11,6,0) (15,14,0) (13,4,0) (4,2,0);

set EGDEP :=

;

A.3. Integrated offset assignment model

This section contains the complete integrated offset assignment model
that we have used in the experiments in Section 5.4.

param k default 1;

param n;

param nrvar;

param reg default 2;

param aguco default 1;

param aluco default 1;

set Vert := 0..n-1;

set T := 0..n-1;

set AGU := 0..k-1;

set Var := 1..nrvar;

set Loc := 0..nrvar-1;

set E within Vert cross Vert;

set Dep within Vert cross Vert;

param n2v {Vert} within Var default 0;

param soonest {Vert} default 0;

param latest {Vert} default n-1;

set Slots {x in Vert} = soonest[x]..latest[x];

var S{t in T, x in Vert, AGU: t in Slots[x]} binary;

var r{T, AGU, Var} binary;
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var L{Loc, Var} binary;

var C{T, AGU} binary;

var Calu{T} binary;

# helper parameter, isload[x] > 0 iff x is a load.

param isload {x in Vert} := sum{(s,d) in E:s==x} 1;

var vl{t in T,

x in Vert:

t in soonest[x]+1..n-2 &&

isload[x] > 0

} binary; #vertex live

var A{t in T,

d in Vert:

isload[d] == 0 &&

t in 0..latest[d]

} binary;

minimize Cost:

aguco*sum{i in AGU, t in T} C[t, i] +

aluco*sum{t in T} Calu[t];

#All stores must have an alu operation.

subject to AluOp {d in Vert: isload[d] == 0}:

sum{t in 0..latest[d]} A[t,d] == 1;

#On each time slot we can only do one alu operation.

subject to OneAluAtATime {t in T}:

sum{d in Vert:

isload[d] == 0 &&

t in 0..latest[d]

} A[t,d] <= 1;

subject to Scheduling {(x,y) in E union Dep, t in T}:

sum{tp in T:

tp <= t &&

tp in Slots[y]

} sum {i in AGU} S[tp, y, i]

+

sum{tp in T:

tp >= t &&

tp in Slots[x]

} sum {i in AGU} S[tp, x, i]

<=

1;
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#Aluop must not come before load

subject to SchedulingAlu1 {t in T, (s,d) in E}:

sum{tp in T: tp <= t && tp in 0..latest[d]} A[tp, d]

+

sum{tp in T: tp >= t && tp in Slots[s]}

sum{i in AGU} S[tp, s, i]

<=

1;

#Aluop must not come after store

subject to SchedulingAlu2 {t in T, (s,d) in E}:

sum{tp in T:

tp <= t &&

tp in Slots[d]

} sum{i in AGU} S[tp, d, i]

+

sum{tp in T: tp > t && tp in 0..latest[d]} A[tp, d]

<=

1;

subject to AddressRegister {t in T, v in Var, i in AGU}:

r[t, i, v]

>=

sum {x in Vert: n2v[x] = v && t in Slots[x]} S[t, x, i];

subject to CostTimeAGU {t in T,

p in Loc,

v in Var,

w in Var,

i in AGU :

t!=n-1 && v!=w}:

C[t, i]

>=

L[p, v] + r[t, i, w] + r[t+1, i, v] - 2

- sum{1..1: p-1 in Loc} L[p-1,w]

- sum{1..1: p+1 in Loc} L[p+1,w];

subject to ChangePossible {i in AGU, t in T, v in Var:

t != n-1}:

r[t, i, v]

+

sum {w in Var : w!=v} r[t+1, i, w]
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-

sum {x in Vert: t in Slots[x]} S[t, x, i]

<=

1;

subject to AllNodes{x in Vert}:

sum {i in AGU, t in Slots[x]} S[t, x, i] = 1;

subject to OneNodeAtATime{t in T}:

sum {x in Vert, i in AGU : t in Slots[x]} S[t, x, i] = 1;

subject to RegUse {t in T, i in AGU}:

sum {v in Var} r[t, i, v] = 1;

subject to LocUse {p in Loc}:

sum {v in Var} L[p, v] = 1;

subject to VarLoc {v in Var}:

sum {p in Loc} L[p, v] = 1;

# alucost

subject to CostTimeALU {t in T, (s,d) in E:

t in Slots[d] && t-1 in Slots[s] }:

Calu[t]

>=

sum {i in AGU} (S[t-1, s, i] + S[t, d, i])

+ A[t-1, d] + A[t, d] - 2;

subject to VertLive {t in T,

(s1, d1) in E:

t in soonest[s1]+1..n-2}:

vl[t,s1]

>=

sum{i in AGU}

sum{tp in T: tp<t && tp in Slots[s1]} S[tp, s1, i]

+

sum{tp in T: tp>=t && tp in 0..latest[d1]} A[tp, d1]

-

1;

subject to NrLive {t in T}:

sum {s in Vert:

isload[s]>0 &&
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t in soonest[s]+1..n-2

} vl[t,s]

<=

reg;

subject to StoreOrder {t in T, (s1,d1) in E, (s2,d2) in E

: s1!=s2 && d1!=d2 && t in Slots[d2]}:

sum{tp in T: tp < t && tp in 0..latest[d1]} A[tp,d1]

+

sum{i in AGU} S[t, d2, i]

+

sum{i in AGU}

sum{tp in T: tp > t && tp in Slots[d1]} S[tp, d1, i]

<= 2;

subject to SymCut:

sum {p in Loc : p <= (nrvar-1.0)/2} L[p,1] = 1;
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